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Active Microwave Thermography (AMT) is an integrated nondestructive testing 
and evaluation (NDT&E) method that incorporates aspects of microwave NDT and 
thermography techniques. AMT uses a microwave excitation to generate heat and the 
surface thermal profile of the material or structure under test is subsequently measured 
using a thermal camera (or IR camera). Utilizing a microwave heat excitation provides 
advantages over traditional thermal excitations (heat lamps, etc.) including the potential 
for non-contact, selective and focused heating. During an AMT inspection, two heating 
mechanisms are possible, referred to as dielectric and induction heating. Dielectric 
heating occurs as a result of the interaction of microwave energy with lossy dielectric 
materials which results in dissipated microwave energy and a subsequent increase in 
temperature. Induction heating is a result of induced surface current on conductive 
materials with finite conductivity under microwave illumination and subsequently ohmic 
loss. Due to the unique properties of microwave signals including frequency of operation, 
power level, and polarization, as well as their interaction with different materials, AMT 
has strong potential for application in various industries including infrastructure, 
transportation, aerospace, etc. As such, this Dissertation explores the application of AMT 
to NDT&E needs in these important industries, including detection and evaluation of 
defects in single- or multi-layered fiber-reinforced polymer-strengthened cement-based 
materials, evaluation of steel fiber percentage and distributions in steel fiber reinforced 
structures, characterization of corrosion ratio on corroded reinforcing steel bars (rebar), 
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Symbol Description         
α  attenuation constant 
β  phase constant 
f  frequency  
ε  dielectric properties 
εr  relative (to free-space) dielectric constant 
ε0  free-space dielectric constant 
ε'r  permittivity 
ε"r  loss factor 
µr  relative (to free-space) permeability 
µ0  free-space permeability 
σ  conductivity 
k  thermal conductivity 
C  specific heat 
ρ  material density 
T  temperature 
t  time 
Q  dissipated (microwave) energy 
E  electric-field 
H  magnetic field 
J  induced surface current 
S  poynting vector 
ΔT  temperature rise 
Ta  ambient temperature 
TD  defect area temperature 
TS  sound area temperature 
TC  thermal contrast 
SNR  signal-to-noise ratio 





Nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) and structural health monitoring 
of composite infrastructure and aerospace structures is a challenging issue to fully 
address with traditional NDT&E techniques. It can often be quite difficult to use a single 
modality for a complete inspection of structures or materials due to the complexity and 
variation in material type (such as metals, dielectrics, etc.). Among various NDT&E 
methods, microwave NDT has been successfully applied for inspection of dielectric 
materials (including composite and cement-based material), crack detections in metal or 
corrosion under the paint, but cannot inspect for subsurface defects in or beneath 
conductive materials [1]. In addition, microwave inspections often require raster scanning 
for large areas of interest which may result in significant inspection times [2]. Another 
well-established technique is the mechanical wave method (e.g., ultrasonic inspection). 
The main limitation of the ultrasonic method is that an expert operator is often required. 
In addition, contact between the mechanical transducer and material under inspection is 
also often required [3]. X-ray and computed tomography are also promising NDT tools, 
but include significant safety concerns [4]. Thus, these techniques are more challenging 
to apply in the field. Shearography has shown promise in terms of defect detection, but 
the high equipment cost limits its use [5]. Thermography, or the thermal wave method, is 
another inspection method that has shown promise for many applications in NDT [6]-
[12]. Thermography can be utilized in an active or passive mode. Since passive 
thermography utilizes a solar energy excitation, it is limited in application (i.e., solar 
energy must be available). However, active thermography (that utilizes an external heat 
source) [6]-[7] has been successfully applied for a number of structural health monitoring 
applications including defect detection in composite materials. Active thermography 
conventionally requires high power heat sources (usually a flash heat lamp) in order to 
generate enough thermal contrast to facilitate detection of surface or subsurface defects. 
However, the main limitation is that the energy cannot be targeted to an area of interest, 




To this end, other modalities have been considered to provide the thermal 
excitation including ultrasonic [8], induction current or eddy current [9], and most 
recently, a microwave excitation [10]-[12]. In ultrasonic thermography, ultrasonic energy 
is transformed into heat through friction where defects are present. Therefore, defects act 
as internal heat sources, while undamaged areas show almost no temperature increase. 
However, ultrasonic thermography is a contact-based method, as the ultrasound 
transducer needs to be in contact with the material to be inspected in order to couple the 
ultrasonic energy into the material.  
In the last decade, researchers have shown an increased interest in using a 
microwave heat excitation for thermographic inspections. The combination of a 
microwave excitation and subsequent thermal measurement is herein referred to as 
Active Microwave Thermography (AMT), and has shown strong potential for inspection 
of: 
carbon-fiber reinforced polymer laminate in rehabilitated cement-based materials, 
steel fiber distribution in steel fiber reinforced cement-based materials, 
corrosion on metal structures, and 
covered surface cracks in metal structures, amongst others. 
Utilizing a microwave excitation offers unique advantages including the 
application of controlled and localized microwave energy, remote (non-contact) 
inspection, and the ability to tailor the evaluation to the inspection need through choice of 
frequency and polarization of the microwave signal. A significant advantage of the 
integration of these two techniques lies in the ability to capitalize on the properties of 
microwave signals. More specifically, microwaves readily penetrate dielectric materials 
(i.e., composites), and are also sensitive to surface damage in conductive materials (e.g., 
carbon-fiber composites). Further, AMT takes advantage of the well-developed area of 
thermography, utilizing commercially-available thermal cameras to capture easy-to-





1.1. ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY 
There are two types of heating mechanisms in AMT, referred to as dielectric 
heating and induction heating. As it relates to dielectric heating, dielectric materials are 
defined by their complex relative (to free-space) dielectric properties, defined as: 
 
r r rj            (1) 
 
The real (permittivity) and imaginary (loss factor) parts represent the ability of a 
material to store and absorb microwave energy, respectively. As dielectric heating is 
caused by the absorption of microwave energy, in order to quantitatively determine the 
amount of heat generated, the electric field inside the dielectric material must be known. 
To this end, a uniform plane wave is assumed to propagate in an unbounded lossy 
medium in the z-direction ( z ) with an electric-field (E-field) component polarized in the 
x-direction ( x̂ ) and a magnetic field (H-field) component polarized in y-direction ( ŷ ). 
To consider the effect of thermal diffusion and convection from this material to air, an 
infinite half-space of this material is assumed with the air-dielectric interface at z = 0. 
Also, the plane wave is assumed to originate in air (i.e., z < 0) and propagates toward the 
dielectric. Thus, the E-field ( E ) and H-field ( H ) can be expressed as [13]: 
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      (3) 
 
where E0 is the amplitude of the E-field at the material interface (z = 0) and is related to 
the incident microwave power. Also, µ0 is the permeability of the fee-space, µr is the 
relative permeability of the material, ε0 is the free-space dielectric constant, and γ is the 
propagation constant that is defined as: 
 




where α (Np/m) is the attenuation constant, β (rad/m) is the phase propagation, and ω is 
the radian frequency of the electromagnetic wave. To determine the complex power 
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And subsequently, the dissipated (absorbed) power, Q, can be determined as: 
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As seen from Eq. 6, the amplitude of the E-field decrease as it propagates inside the 
dielectric material and subsequently the available power attenuates as the energy travels 
through the material as well.  
From the above discussions, when a lossy dielectric is irradiated with microwave 
energy, dielectric heating as a result of absorbed power occurs. For dielectric materials, 
the volumetric heating as a result of dissipated power can be expressed as: 
 
( , , )
.( ( , , )) ( , , )
T x y z
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where k (W/m.K) is the thermal conductivity, C (J/g.K) is the specific heat, ρ (Kg/m3) is 
the material density, t (sec) is the time, and T (K) is the temperature at each point (x,y,z) 
inside the dielectric. Finally, from Equation (7), the temperature at heating time, t, 
resulting from the absorbed microwave power under constant plane wave illumination 
can be simplified as follow: 
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Induction heating occurs when an electromagnetic wave impinges upon a 
conductive material with (finite) conductivity of σ (S/m). In this case, microwave energy 
cannot penetrate through the conductor. Rather, surface current, indJ , is induced on the 
surface of the conductor and is given as follows: 
 
ˆ incindJ n H        (9) 
 
where n̂  is the normal (to the plane of the conductor) unit vector, and incH  is the incident 
H-field. Due to the finite σ, ohmic loss (per unit volume) occurs which can be expressed 









      (10) 
 
where incE is the incident E-field. In addition, this induced surface current serves as a 
source of radiated (or scattered) microwave energy which in turn may be absorbed by 




1.2. ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY SIGNAL PROCESSING 
During an AMT inspection, prior to microwave illumination, the surface thermal 
profile of the structure or material under test as measured by the thermal camera is a 
result of ambient conditions (due to the environment). Subsequently, once under 
microwave illumination, the temperature increase is defined as: 
 
( ) ( ) aT t T t T         (11) 
 
where ΔT(t) is the temperature difference at time t, T(t) is the (absolute) temperature 




(i.e., ambient conditions). To quantitatively assess the thermal images, the thermal 
contrast (TC) between a defective and a sound (i.e., defect-free) area is considered and is 
defined as: 
 
( ) ( )D STC T t T t         (12) 
 
where ΔTD(t) and ΔTS(t) are: 
 
( ) ( )D D aDT t T t T         (13) 
 
( ) ( )S S aST t T t T         (14) 
 
where TD(t) and TS(t) are the temperatures of the defective and sound areas at time, t, 
respectively, and TaD and TaS are the ambient temperatures of the defective and sound 
areas prior to microwave illumination, respectively. Practically speaking, in order to be 
able to detect the presence of a defect after a heating time of t, the TC must be greater 
than the sensitivity of the thermal camera used to capture the thermal images. 
In practice, it is expected that AMT inspection results will be affected by temporal 
noise (e.g., environmental, system, thermal camera, etc.). As such, the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) can be used to describe the contrast between a defective and sound area. To 
this end, in order to calculate the SNR, the signal is defined as the TC and the temporal 
noise is defined based on the standard deviation of temperature in a sound area (thereby 
representing noise in the thermal image). Therefore, the SNR of the measured thermal 
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where σS is the standard deviation of temperature of the sound area. Generally speaking, 




and that of an adjacent sound area should be greater than 0 dB [15]. However, the actual 





1.3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
As mentioned earlier, developing a new NDT&E tool that can overcome 
limitations of other techniques for different applications is always of interest. To this end, 
the development of AMT is the objective of this dissertation for various industries 
including transportation/infrastructure and aerospace. Thus, the focus of this dissertation 
is to study the potential for AMT to detect defects in structures rehabilitated with carbon 
fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP), evaluate the steel fiber distribution in structures 
reinforced with the same, and detect corrosion on steel bars (rebar) and surface cracks 
under coatings. 
Composite materials, including carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP), are 
widely applied (in laminate sheets) to beams and slabs or wrapped around columns (and 
bonded using adhesives such as epoxy resins) to enhance the mechanical performance of 
cement-based structural elements. Thus, the bond quality between the CFRP sheets and 
cement-based materials is of high importance to the short- and long-term structural 
integrity and durability of these rehabilitated structures. Three common types of defects, 
referred to as unbond, delamination, and crack, are of concern to such rehabilitated 
structures. Typically, CFRPs used for rehabilitation are uni-directional. When CFRPs are 
made into laminate sheets, their interaction with microwave energy is strongly influenced 
by the relative orientation of the fibers with respect to the polarization of the incident 
microwave signal. Consequently, for uni-directional CFRP, microwave signals can 
penetrate through the sheet when the fiber direction is orthogonal to the polarization of 
the microwave signal and thus, the material behaves as a lossy dielectric. However, when 
the CFRP fiber direction is parallel to the polarization of the incident microwave signal, 





As mentioned before, inspection of CFRP laminate in rehabilitated structures for 
defect detection is important. For some applications, multiple layers of uni-directional 
CFRP laminate will be attached to the structure for improved mechanical strength. In 
addition, in order to improve the mechanical strength in two orthogonal directions, two 
separate layers of uni-directional CFRP (orthogonally placed) can be used. As such, since 
defects can occur between these CFRP layers, it is also important to be able to assess 
these multilayered structures. As such, AMT is considered as a viable inspection tool for 
this application, and the efficacy of the method is quantified through the TC and SNR. 
Cement-based materials are typically characterized as brittle materials, with 
relatively low tensile strength and strain capacity [16]. Fibers can be incorporated to 
reduce cracking tendency and improve post-cracking response and energy absorption 
capacity. In fiber-reinforced cement-based materials, parameters including fiber content, 
geometry, and type have an effect on workability and rheological properties, as well as 
mechanical characteristics of cement-based materials. In addition, the effectiveness of 
incorporating fibers to enhance mechanical properties of cement-based materials is 
significantly affected by the fiber distribution. Non-uniform fiber distribution can lead to 
mechanical anisotropy in some regions of a structural element, resulting in an undesirable 
variability in mechanical performance of fiber-reinforced cement-based materials. Given 
the interaction between fibers, the incorporation of fibers can result in a reduction in the 
workability of steel fiber reinforced cement-based materials. In the case of relatively low 
steel fiber volume, the workability of steel fiber reinforced cement-based materials may 
not be significantly affected, given the lower level of potential interaction and larger 
distance between individual steel fibers. As steel fiber volume increases, the interaction 
between fibers increases, thus reducing workability. Beyond a certain fiber content, the 
interaction among fibers can substantially increase, potentially leading to the formation of 
fiber clumping (or fiber balling). Fiber clumping can form a non-uniform fiber 
distribution throughout the mixture, which can result in significant reduction in 
workability and mechanical properties. As such, AMT is considered as a viable 
inspection tool for this application, and the efficacy of the method for evaluation of fiber 
percentage and distribution as well as fiber clumping detection is quantified through the 




Corrosion is defined as the deterioration of a metal surface as a result of chemical 
reactions between metal and the surrounding environment. Both the type of metal and the 
environmental conditions determine the form and rate of deterioration. Corrosion is a 
complicated science that requires in-depth knowledge of chemistry, metallurgy, coatings, 
and environmental condition. Corrosion can happen on a large (e.g., entire surface) or 
localized (e.g., pitting) scale. Determine the presence of corrosion and also characterizing 
the corrosion ratio on the metal surface is of high importance to the transportation and 
aerospace industries since it can lead to structural failure due to degradation in 
mechanical performance. Therefore, AMT is considered as a feasible inspection tool for 
this inspection need, and parameters including the effect of frequency, and corrosion ratio 
are studied via their effect on the TC. 
Surface cracks in metal structures result from large stresses, cyclical loading, and 
environmentally accelerated phenomena (i.e., corrosion) can occur in an aircraft fuselage, 
turbine blades, railroad and steel-bridge infrastructure, and oil and gas pipelines. Cracks 
can be visible or hidden under coatings (intentional such as paint or unintentional such as 
corrosion). Surface cracks on metal under coatings and/or filled with dielectric materials 
such as paint, rust, or dirt are not always reliably detected using conventional 
nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) methods. Therefore, AMT is considered 
as a viable inspection tool for this inspection need, and the effectiveness of the technique 
is quantified through consideration of the effect of parameters including crack 




1.4. ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 
As mentioned, the research objective of this work is to study the potential for 
AMT to detect defects in structures rehabilitated with carbon fiber reinforced polymers 
(CFRP), evaluate the steel fiber distribution in structures reinforced with the same, and 
detect corrosion on rebar and surface cracks under coatings. As such, for each of these 
potential applications, simulations were developed and utilized to study the various 




application to further support the results and conclusions. The most relevant and critical 
outcomes are outlined in this dissertation, and are reported in the following papers: 
In Paper I, the application of AMT for detection of various types of defects in 
CFRP-strengthened structures is presented. It is shown that microwave energy cannot 
penetrate through CFRPs when the E-field polarization is parallel to the fiber orientation. 
However, due to induction heating, the presence of a defect can still be determined. Also, 
the minimum required heating time for which an SNR of greater than 0 dB is achieved is 
studied. It is concluded that at least ~5 sec is required for successful detection of defects 
in such structures. In addition, it is observed that the SNR saturates as microwave 
illumination continues. From this, the maximum effective heating time can also be 
determined and for this type of inspection is ~60 sec. 
In Paper II, the application of AMT for detection of defects at different interfaces 
within a multilayered CFRP laminate (placed on a structure/substrate) is investigated. For 
a two-layer CFRP laminate, there are 8 possible cases for the location of the defect. 
These cases are a result of the orientation of CFRP layers with respect to the E-field 
polarization of the incident wave and also the defect location (between CFRP layers or at 
the structure-CFRP interface). It is shown that the TC differs for each case, meaning an 
indication of defect location is possible from an AMT inspection.  
In Paper III, the application of AMT for steel fiber evaluation in fiber-reinforced 
cement-based materials is presented. In this type of structure, both heating mechanisms 
occur. It is observed that fiber depth and dielectric properties of mortar have a significant 
influence on the TC. In addition, it is also observed that due to the increase in induction 
heating with increasing fiber percentage, the TC increases. However, it is shown that the 
samples containing 1% and 2% steel fibers (by volume) have a higher TC as compared to 
a sample made with 3% fiber content. This is attributed to the non-uniform fiber 
distribution and potential fiber clumping that results when the fiber content increases past 
an optimal level (i.e., 3%). Lastly, mechanical tests were also conducted on these 
samples, and a good correlation between the TC and mechanical test results was 
achieved. 
In Paper IV, the application of AMT for characterization of corrosion in steel 




interaction with the illuminating microwave signal and corrosion, the rebar has to be 
parallel to the E-field polarization in order to cause the maximum induced current and 
subsequent scattering from the rebar. To this end, a rebar with several corroded areas is 
considered in order to investigate the percentage of corrosion present. It is shown that a 
higher percentage of corrosion leads to increased absorption of microwave energy as well 
as a greater TC. Moreover, increasing frequency leads to a greater temperature difference 
as well. Overall, AMT is shown to have potential to serve as a detection and 
characterization tool for corrosion detection and characterization. 
In Paper V, AMT is investigated for detection and evaluation of covered cracks in 
metal structures (in particular, cracks in 1008 steel covered by and filled with corrosion). 
In general, since corrosion is a lossy dielectric and the underlying material is conductive, 
both dielectric and induction heating will take place when such a structure is under 
microwave illumination. However, the contribution to the heat generated from induction 
heating is limited, making the primary heating mechanism dielectric heating. In addition, 
it is shown that maximum heat generation occurs when the crack is perpendicular to the 
E-field polarization. More specifically, at the presence of the crack (depending on the 
frequency of the incident signal, crack dimensions, dielectric properties of filling 
materials, and also boundary conditions), a propagating mode TE10 may be set up at the 
crack meaning the crack will act like a very short in length waveguide with the broad 
dimension corresponding the length of the crack. In addition, the relationship between the 
TC and dissipated microwave energy (and subsequent heat generation) is proportional to 
cos2(ϕ), where ϕ is the angle between the E-field polarization and direction perpendicular 
to crack length (meaning maximum heat generation occurs when ϕ = 0). Thus, according 
to the minimum sensitivity of the current AMT system thermal camera, a crack with an 
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I. ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY FOR DEFECT DETECTION 
OF CFRP-STRENGTHENED CEMENT-BASED MATERIALS 
ABSTRACT  
Nondestructive testing of rehabilitated cement-based materials with carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites is quite important in the transportation and 
infrastructure industries. Among various nondestructive testing methods, Active 
Microwave Thermography (AMT) has shown good potential. This method uses 
microwave energy to heat a structure of interest, and subsequently the surface thermal 
profile is measured using a thermal camera. In this paper, the application of AMT for 
defect detection (unbond, delamination and crack) in CFRP composites used in 
rehabilitated cement-based materials is presented. More specifically, the effect of defect 
size and depth and polarization on the resultant surface thermal profile with defects is 
first studied through simulation. The effect of polarization on detection of defects with 
regards to the orientation of CFRP fibers is also experimentally investigated. Finally, a 
quantitative analysis of the measured results based on the thermal contrast and signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) for all three aforementioned defect types is presented. The results show 
that the SNR is improved when utilizing perpendicular (as compared to parallel) 
polarization and that the maximum effective heating time is ~60 seconds, even for small 
defects. 
 
Index Terms—nondestructive testing; active microwave thermography; defect 





Nondestructive testing (NDT) of infrastructure is quite important as it relates to 
inspection of cement-based materials and composite materials utilized in the 
transportation and infrastructure industries. Fiber reinforced polymer has become an 
important and widely accepted material for rehabilitation of deteriorating concrete 
structures due to its chemical stability, high mechanical strength and low density [1]. 
These polymers, including carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP), are applied (in 
laminate sheets) to beams and slabs or wrapped around columns to enhance the 
mechanical performance of the structural element. The CFRP laminates are bonded to 
cement-based materials using an adhesive such as epoxy resins. Therefore, the bond 
quality between the CFRP sheets and cement-based materials is of high importance to the 
short- and long-term structural integrity and durability of these rehabilitated structures. 
Three common types of defects referred to as unbond, delamination, and crack are 




Figure 1 - Illustration of an RCM with unbond, delamination, and crack defects 
 
 
An unbond defect occurs due to poor workmanship during the initial application of the 
CFRP strips to the CM surface which leads to entrapped air voids. A delamination is 
formed due to a chemical/physical degradation of the adhesive bonding layer (i.e. epoxy 
resin) when the composite is exposed to aggressive environments (including temperature 
variations, moisture, etc.). When this degradation occurs, the bond quality (strength) is 
reduced and thus a delamination may occur. Cracking may occur under the 
CFRP/adhesive layer if the RCM undergoes an impact, or due to other environmental 
causes such as chloride ingress, creation of alkali silica reaction gel, etc. Several visual 




shearography [9], and thermography (active and passive) [10]-[17] have been applied to 
the infrastructure industry with varying levels of success. Among these NDT methods, 
microwave NDT has been successfully applied for inspection of dielectric materials 
(including composite and cement-based material), but cannot inspect for subsurface 
defects in or beneath conductive materials. Also, raster scanning of large areas of interest 
often requires significant inspection time. Sonic methods are well-established techniques. 
However, operator expertise and contact between the sonic transducer and material are 
often required. X-ray methods are quite promising, but include significant safety 
concerns, making this technique more challenging to apply in practice. Shearography has 
shown promise in terms of defect detection, but the high equipment cost limits its use. 
Thermography, both active and passive, is another inspection method that has shown 
promise for NDT of CMs. Since passive thermography utilizes a solar energy excitation, 
it is limited in application. However, active thermography has been successfully applied 
for a number of structural health monitoring applications including defect detection in 
composite materials [10]. Most of the conventional pulse-based active thermographic 
methods (pulsed and pulsed phase thermography) require high peak power heat sources 
in order to generate enough thermal contrast to facilitate detection of surface or 
subsurface defects. Conversely, modulated thermal imaging modalities (lock-in, 
frequency modulated, etc.) modulate the heat source over a specific time interval, thereby 
increasing the average power delivered to the material under test while improving 
detection capabilities [17]. However, the energy cannot be targeted to an area of interest, 
but rather is applied over a large area. To this end, other modalities have been considered 
for the thermal excitation including ultrasonic [18], induction current or eddy current 
[19]-[20], microwave for mines detection [21], [22], and most recently microwave 
excitation for transportation and aerospace industries [23]-[28]. In ultrasonic 
thermography [18], ultrasonic energy is transformed into heat through friction where 
defects are present. Defects therefore act as internal heat sources, while undamaged areas 
show almost no temperature increase. However, ultrasonic thermography is a contact-
based method, as the ultrasound transducer needs to be in contact with the material to be 
inspected in order to couple the ultrasonic energy into the material. Eddy current 




primarily conductive materials (or inspections in the vicinity of a conductive material 
[20]). The combination of microwave NDT and thermography, herein referred to as 
Active Microwave Thermography (AMT), has shown promise for steel fiber detection in 
reinforced concrete [24], [25], corrosion detection and characterization of steel [26], and 
delamination and unbond detection in carbon fiber reinforced composites [27],[28]. 
Utilizing a microwave excitation offers unique advantages including the application of 
controlled and localized microwave energy, remote (noncontact) inspection, and the 
ability to tailor the evaluation to the inspection need through choice of frequency and 
polarization of the microwave signal (amongst others). Further, AMT utilizes 
commercially-available thermal cameras to capture easy-to-interpret surface thermal 
images of a structure under test.  
As such, this paper investigates a new application of AMT as an NDT tool for 
inspection of rehabilitated cement-based materials (RCMs). Numerical modeling of 
defect detection in rehabilitated cement-based structures by AMT is conducted by 
utilizing a coupled electromagnetic-thermal model using CST MultiPhysics Studio™ 
[29]. The effect of defect depth and size, as well as polarization of the incident 
microwave energy on the thermal response is studied using this model. Then, the 





2. ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY 
2.1. BASIC PRINCIPAL 
As discussed above, AMT is based on the integration of microwave and 
thermographic techniques. For a microwave (heat) excitation, two different heating 
mechanisms based on dielectric heating or induced current may take place depending on 
the material properties of the material under test. Dielectric materials are defined by their 
complex relative (to free-space) dielectric properties, εr = εr' - jεr". The real (permittivity) 
and imaginary (loss factor) parts represent the ability of a material to store and absorb 




microwave energy, the amount of dissipated heat Q (W/m3) at each point inside the 
dielectric is related to the free space dielectric constant (ε0), relative loss factor (εr"), 
frequency (f), and the RMS magnitude of the electric field (E) at that point as follows: 
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As such, transient heat diffusion occurs and is related to the thermal properties of 
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where KT is the thermal conductivity (W/m.K), CT is the specific heat (J/g.K), ρ is the 
density (Kg/m3), t is the time (sec), and T is the temperature (K). 
The second heating mechanism in AMT occurs when an electromagnetic wave 
impinges upon a conductive material. In this case, surface currents are induced on the 
surface of conductor. Such surface currents serve as a source of radiated (or scattered) 
electromagnetic energy which in turn may be absorbed by nearby dielectric materials 
(resulting in additional heat generation). Furthermore, due to the limited electric 
conductivity of the material, ohmic losses also occur. As such, for conductive materials, 
both the scattered electric field and ohmic losses contribute to the induced heat. 
Microwave signals do not penetrate into carbon-based materials, as carbon is a 
decent conductor (σ = 104 S/m). As it relates to RCMs with CFRP, when carbon fibers 
are made into laminate sheets, their interaction with microwave energy is strongly 
influenced by the relative orientation of the fibers with respect to the polarization of the 
incident microwave signal. Consequently, for unidirectional CFRP, microwave signals 
can penetrate through the sheet when the fiber direction is orthogonal to the polarization 
(CFRP ) of the microwave signal and the material behaves as a lossy dielectric [5]. 
However, when the CFRP fiber direction is parallel (CFRP ||) to the polarization of the 




very little signal penetration. Thus, the effect of polarization on heat distribution and 
consequently its effect on defect detectability is of interest for this type of inspection. 
Since AMT is based on a coupled electromagnetic-thermal relationship, the 
dielectric and thermal properties of material(s) under test determine the induced heat and 
subsequent heat diffusion. In Table 1, the dielectric and thermal properties, including the 
thermal conductivity (KT), specific heat (CT), and density (ρ) of materials relevant to this 
work are provided [5], [24]-[28]. As CFRP is the outer layer of a rehabilitated structure 
and is an electrically conductive material, when the fiber orientation is parallel to the 
signal polarization, the only heating mechanism (in this case) is a result of the induced 
surface current on the CFRP. However, when the fiber orientation is perpendicular to the 
signal polarization, the signal penetrates through to the underlying CM, resulting in 
dielectric heating. As seen in the Table 1, by comparing the thermal conductivity of air 
(0.026 W/m.K) and adhesive (1.0 W/m.K), air behaves as a thermal insulator between 
layers of CFRP and cement-based material, while adhesive is a better thermal conductor 
(in comparison with air). Hence, it is expected that the defects considered here 
(delamination, unbond, and crack) will experience a larger temperature difference from 
ambient than healthy areas when monitoring the surface of the sample and will therefore 




Table 1 - Electromagnetic and thermal properties of materials 
Material EM Properties KT(W/m.K) CT(J/g.K) ρ (Kg/m
3) 
Air εr = 1 0.026 1.005 1.204 
Foam εr ≈ 1 0.03 1.3 30 
Adhesive εr ≈ 6-j0.6 1.0 3.7 1100 
CM εr ≈ 4.7-j0.7 1.7 0.8 2400 
CFRP|| σ= 104 7 1.2 1600 







2.2. AMT SIGNAL PROCESSING 
During an AMT inspection, prior to microwave illumination, the surface thermal 
profile represents the ambient response (due to the environment) of the material. 
Subsequently, once under microwave illumination, the temperature increase is defined as: 
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where ΔT(t) is the temperature difference at time t, T(t) is the (absolute) temperature 
observed at time t, and Ta is the (absolute) temperature prior to microwave illumination 
(i.e., ambient conditions). To quantitatively assess the thermal images, the thermal 
contrast between defective and sound (i.e., defect-free) areas, TC(t), is considered and is 
defined as [13]: 
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where TD(t) and TS(t) are the temperatures of the defective and sound areas at time t, 
respectively, and TaD and TaS are the ambient temperatures of the defective and sound 
areas prior to microwave illumination, respectively. Practically speaking, in order to be 
able to detect the presence of a defect after a heating time of t, the TC must be greater 
than the sensitivity of the thermal camera used to capture the thermal images. 
In practice, it is expected that AMT inspection results will be affected by noise 
(environmental, system, thermal camera, etc.). As such, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
can be used to describe the contrast between a defective area and its surrounding (sound) 
region to establish a dynamic range for measured data. To this end, in order to calculate 
the SNR, the signal is defined as the TC and the noise level is based on the variation of 
temperature difference in a sound area (representing noise in the thermal image). As 
defined in [14], the SNR of the measured thermal data is calculated as: 
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where μD(t) is the mean of surface temperature difference profile for the defective area, 
and μS(t)and σS(t) are the mean and standard deviation of the sound area, respectively. In 
order to be able to detect any type of defect, an SNR of greater than 0 dB is ideally 
required for successful defect detections [15]. 
The mean, μ(z,t), and standard deviation, σ(z,t), of the temperature difference at 
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where ΔTp(t) is the temperature difference at pixel p and time t, and Np refers to total 
number of pixels for a given zone (defect or sound area). In the case of a noisy 
environment or a low (measured) TC in comparison with the sensitivity of the thermal 
camera, signal processing methods such as a median filter can be applied to the measured 




3. ELECTROMAGNETIC-THERMAL SIMULATION 
In order to investigate the sensitvity of AMT to the presence of defects in RCMs, 
a coupled electromagnetic-thermal simulation was performed using CST MultiPhysics 
Studio™. The simulation was carried out in two parts. First, the electromagnetic response 
was determined. The solution is based on the finite difference time domain technique. For 
electromagnetic source, a 50 W plane wave excitation is considered. Subsequently for 
thermal simulation, the computed electric fields are utilized to determine the transient 
heat diffusion based on Eq. (2). In the simulation, open boundary conditions were utilized 
in order to model an infinite expansion of the material along the lateral direction (i.e., 
perpendicular to the propagation direction of the incident electromagnetic energy). Thus, 




the open boundary condition. In addition, at the top and bottom of the sample under test, 
heat convection is considered with the following boundary condition: 
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where hC is the convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m
2K), and Ta is the ambient 
temperature. In this case for RCM, hC = 10 W/m
2K is considered. Also, the emissivity of 
the CFRP is considered to be 0.9, which corresponds to the ability of CFRP to emit 
infrared energy. 
For simplicity, only simulation of the unbond defect is considered, as the coupled 
electromagnetic-thermal response for all three defect types will be similar (since all three 
defect types result in the addition of air to the structure). As such, an RCM with a 1 mm 
layer of unidirectional CFRP attached to the CM with a 1 mm layer of adhesive is 
considered (similar to Figure 1). The defect is modeled with dimensions of w × w and 
thickness of d between the CFRP and CM (see Table 1 for the elctromagnetic and 
thermal properties of the materials used in simulation). The TC for an unbond defect with 
w = 60 mm for both parallel (Pr) and perpendicular (Pn) polarizations is shown in Figure  
For parallel polarization, the CFRP layer is modeled as a good electrical conductor, and 
for perpendicular polarization, it is modeled as a lossy dielectric (see Table 1). As seen, 
increasing the thickness (d) of the unbond area results in an increase in TC since this 
causes a thicker air gap between the CFRP layer and CM. In addition, the TC for parallel 
polarization is less than the TC for perpendicular polarization. This is a result of the fact 
that in the latter case, the majority contribution of heat generation is due to dielectric 
heating as CFRP  acts as a lossy dielectric. 
In Figure 3, the effect of defect width (for a fixed d of 1 mm) is presented for 
perpendicular polarization. In this case, a larger area experiences a higher temperature 
increase, but the difference in comparison to the changing in thickness is not substantial, 
showing ~0.15 K temperature difference for w = 40 to 80 mm (as compared to 0.7 K for d 










Figure 3 - Simulated TC for an unbond defect for perpendicular (Pn) polarization for 
various defect dimensions 
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4.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION 
As presented in the simulated results, the presence of defects can be detected in 
the surface thermal profile, supporting the potential of AMT for defect detection in 
RCMs. To further support the results, AMT measurements were conducted on three 
different mortar samples, one with an unbond defect, one with multiple delaminations, 
and one with cracks, as shown in Figure 4. For each sample, the location of the defects 
(D) are indicated. The samples were made using a water-to-cement ratio (w/c) of 0.6 and 
sand-to-cement ratio (s/c) of 2.0, and were allowed to fully cure in ambient conditions for 
approximately 4 months. After curing, two layers (oriented in the same direction) of 
unidirectional CFRP laminate were bonded to each sample’s surface by using adhesive. 
The unbond defect (Figure 4a, in a sample with dimensions of 52 × 38 × 9 cm3), was 
made by placing a thin sheet (5 mm) of foam (with dimensions of 6 cm × 8 cm) between 
the CM and CFRP laminate at the center of the sample. The use of foam (emulating air) 
to create an unbond is reasonable since the thermal conductivity and specific heat 
properties of foam and air are very similar, as are the dielectric properties of foam and air 
(Table 1). Several delaminations (Figure 4b, in a sample with dimensions of 52 × 38 × 
7.8 cm3), were formed by injecting air between the CFRP laminate and the CM to create 
a thin air gap between the CFRP laminate and the adhesive during manufacture. The 
delaminations vary in size and geometry with a thickness ranging from 1-3 mm and an 
area ranging from ~10 to ~100 cm2. At the top left corner of this sample, air was injected 
to create a delamination which was subsequently filled by injecting adhesive (marked as 
filled defect in Figure 4b). In this way, the potential for AMT to assess repaired defects is 
also studied. The sample with cracks (Figure 4c, dimensions of 52 × 38 × 9 cm3) includes 
crack D1 (representative of the effect of an impact), and a thin cracked area (which may 
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4.2. AMT MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION 
A schematic and photograph of the AMT measurement setup is shown in Figure 
5. In the system, electromagnetic energy is generated by a signal generator operating at a 
frequency of 2.4 GHz. Then, the power level of the signal is amplified using a 50 W 
power amplifier. The linearly polarized electromagnetic energy was radiated toward the 
RCM samples using a horn antenna, which is capable of handling high power signals as 
well as concentrating the energy toward the surface of the samples. The surface thermal 
profile is captured using a DRS Tamarisk 320 thermal camera [30]. Each measurement 
included 180 sec of microwave illumination (the heating period) followed by an 
additional 300 sec of measurement (the cooling period).  
In Figure 6a, the surface thermal profile of the sample with the unbond defect is 
presented after 60 and 180 sec of microwave illumination with perpendicular 
polarization. In addition, the linear (one-dimensional) temperature profile (Figure 6b) 
across the central portion of the defect is also included. More specifically, the 
temperature increase based on Eq. (3) at distance R from the center point of the defect 
area is presented along the X- and Y-directions (as illustrated in Figure 6a). From Figure 
6a, the mean temperature difference at the defect and sound area is 2.32 K, and 0.29 K, 
respectively. These values after 180 sec are 3.18 K and 0.87 K, respectively. This 
difference in temperature between defective and sound areas is due to the lower thermal 
conductivity of air (or foam) than adhesive (as mentioned above). From Figure 6b, the 
defect dimensions can be estimated to be ~8 cm along the X- and ~6 cm along the Y-
direction. To quantitatively analyze the results determined from the surface thermal 
profile, the TC in Eq. (4) and SNR in Eq. (5) are required. As such, proper/correct 
determination of a sound area is necessary. From Figure 6b, it is observed that after 12 
cm from the center point of the defect along both X- and Y-directions, the temperature 
response is essentially constant, with slight variation (due to environmental noise). Thus, 
an area with the distance of 12 cm from the center point of the defect area can be 









Figure 6 - Thermal profile of RCM sample with unbond defect for perpendicular 
polarization (a) surface temperature after 60 and 180 sec, (b) linear temperature profile 
after 60 sec 
 
 
In Figure 7, the surface thermal profile of the measured data (unfiltered, or n = 1) 
and post-processed (by applying the median filter) data for parallel polarization after 180 
sec of microwave illumination are presented. As discussed, CFRP acts as a good 
conductor when illuminated with parallel polarized energy. To this end, a reduction of the 
induced heat compared to perpendicular polarization illumination is apparent (comparing 


















Figure 6 and Figure 7). This indicates that the level of the signal is reduced, but the noise 
(independent of the orientation and related to the environment and system) remains the 
same. Thus, utilizing parallel polarization will cause a reduction in SNR. 
 
 
Figure 7 - Raw (n = 1) and median filtered (n = 3 and 5) surface thermal profile of the 
RCM with unbond after 180 sec of microwave illumination with parallel polarization 
 
 
In Figure 8a and b, the (unprocessed) TC and SNR for both polarizations are 
presented. As shown in Figure 8a, the TC increases as the heating time increases (as is 
expected). Since CFRP is a good conductor under parallel polarization and acts as a lossy 
dielectric under perpendicular polarization, the defect under perpendicular illumination 
experiences greater TC than when under parallel illumination. With regards to the SNR, 
shown in Figure 8b, the change in SNR after ~60 sec of microwave illumination is not 
significant for both polarizations. This indicates that ~60 sec of illumination may be 
sufficient for unbond detection in RCMs. This time (~60 sec) can alter slightly by 










Figure 8 - (a) TC and (b) SNR, of RCM sample with unbond defect for perpendicular and 
parallel polarizations 
  



































In Table 2, the results of perpendicular and parallel polarization heating after 60, 
120, and 180 sec are presented. The results include the mean (µ) and standard deviation 
(σ) for the defective and sound areas along with the SNR and TC. It is obvious that as the 
heating time increases, the mean value of temperature difference at the defected and 
sound area increases. Also, the standard deviation of sound area remains constant, 





Table 2 - Thermal response of RCM with perpendicular and parallel polarization 
illumination 
Parameters 
Perpendicular polarization Parallel polarization 
t = 60 t = 120 t = 180 t = 60 t = 120 t = 180 
ΔTD (t) μ 2.31 2.83 3.17 0.105 0.110 0.120 
ΔTS (t) 
μ 0.17 0.48 0.72 0.005 0.005 0.010 
σ 0.097 0.084 0.089 0.080 0.083 0.083 
TC (°K)  2.14 2.35 2.45 0.100 0.105 0.110 








Since parallel polarization has been shown to be inferior, only perpendicularly 
polarized illumination was used for the other samples. As seen in Figure 9, the surface 
thermal profile of the delamination sample is presented after 60 and 180 sec of 
(perpendicularly polarized) microwave illumination. This sample contains 6 
delaminations (D) along with sound area (S). As is evident, the temperature difference at 
the delamination locations after 60 sec of microwave illumination varies from 0.8-2 K 




D4 and D6 show the highest and lowest temperature increase, respectively (due to the 
defect size difference of ~10 and 100 cm2 and thickness difference of ~1-3 mm, 
respectively). As it is obvious, the filled defect is not showing any temperature change, 
indicating repaired defect. The TC and SNR for this sample under perpendicular 
polarization are presented in Figure 10a and b. As expected, based on the delamination 
size and thickness, D4 and D6 experience the largest and smallest TC, shown in Figure 
10a. Further, even for the smallest delamination, D6, an SNR of 14.1 dB is achieved, 
shown in Figure 10b. Moreover, the change in SNR after ~60 sec for all delaminations is 
not significant, similar to the unbond defect, indicating that ~60 sec of microwave 
illumination may be sufficient for delamination detection in RCMs. As mentioned 
previously, this value depends on the thermal properties of the CFRP and may change for 

























Figure 10 - (a) TC and (b) SNR, of RCM sample with delaminated defects for 
perpendicular polarization 
  











































In Figure 11, the surface thermal profile of the RCM with cracks D1 (i.e., recess 
or indentation on the surface) and D2 (i.e., notch on the surface) is presented after 60 and 
180 sec of heating time. The temperature at D1 and D2 provide an indication of the 
difference between these two cracks. More specifically, since D1 contains more 
thermally insulating material (air), a greater temperature increase (2.5 K) as compared to 
the shallow and narrow crack D2 (1.5 K) after 60 sec of microwave illumination is 
detected. In addition, the sound areas experience temperature increase of < 0.5 K after 60 
sec of heating. In Figure 12, the TC and SNR for this sample under perpendicular 
polarization are presented. From the results in Figure 12a, D1 experiences greater TC 
than D2 (as expected). In Figure 12b, for the even for the narrow and shallow crack, D2, 
an SNR of 22.2 dB is achieved after 60 sec of microwave illumination. Also, an SNR of 




























































Nondestructive testing of rehabilitated cement-based materials with carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer composites is quite important in the transportation industry. Among 
various nondestructive testing techniques, Active Microwave Thermography, based on 
the integration of microwave and thermographic NDT, has also been considered as a 
potential NDT tool for infrastructure. As such, to assess the potential of AMT for 
inspection of RCMs, simulations and measurements of RCM samples with various types 
of defects are performed. Simulations shown that since the CFRP is conductive when 
illuminated with microwave energy polarized parallel to the CFRP fiber direction but 
behaves as a lossy dielectric when illuminated by energy polarized perpendicular to the 
fiber direction, the temperature contrast (TC) between healthy and defective areas is 
much greater for the latter case. Additionally, increasing defect dimensions also led to a 
greater TC. Representative measurements on samples with three common types of defects 
(unbond, delamination, and crack) were conducted using AMT. Since the presence of 
noise is inevitable in practice, a quantitative analysis of the measured results based on the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for all three defect types is presented. From this analysis, it is 
shown that the SNR does not improve significantly after ~60 sec of microwave 
illumination, indicating a potentially maximum effective heat time for inspection of 
RCMs. This time may differ for other materials under test, as it is related to the thermal 
properties of the materials. Also, utilizing a microwave excitation polarized perpendicular 
to the fiber direction results in an SNR of 26.9 dB as compared to 1.94 dB for a parallel 
polarized excitation for unbond defect detection. Furthermore, it is shown that applying a 
median filter to the measured thermal results improves the SNR by ~3 dB. This is 
important for cases where a parallel polarized excitation cannot be avoided, such as 
bidirectional CFRP. Overall, the results presented here indicate that AMT has strong 
potential for inspection of RCMs. As AMT is still under development, authors are 
investigating a number of potential future improvements to AMT in general and for SNR 
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II. ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE 
EVALUATION OF FRP-REHABILITATED CEMENT-BASED STRUCTURES 
ABSTRACT 
Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials have become important and 
widely accepted for rehabilitation of deteriorating concrete structures. Among numerous 
nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) techniques for FRP-rehabilitated 
cement-based structures, Active Microwave Thermography (AMT) is an integrated 
technique that utilizes a microwave-based heat excitation and subsequent thermal 
monitoring. AMT has shown promise as an NDT&E technique for the infrastructure and 
aerospace industries. In this paper, representative simulated and measured results for an 
AMT inspection of a cement-based material rehabilitated with carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer (CFRP) composites are presented. Specifically, the thermal contrast (TC) and 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are provided and discussed as a function of fiber orientation, 
frequency, and power level. It has been shown that in the case of uni-directional fibers, 
when the polarization of the incident electromagnetic energy is perpendicular to the fiber 
direction, a shorter illumination time is required for defect detection as compared to when 
the incident energy is polarized parallel to the fiber direction. In addition, the saturation 
time is independent of polarization, so perpendicular polarization is preferred for 
inspection of uni-directional FRP-rehabilitated cement-based structures. 
 
 
Index Terms—active microwave thermography (AMT); carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer (CFRP); defect detection; nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E); 





Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials have become important and 
widely accepted for rehabilitation of deteriorating concrete structures due to their 
chemical stability, high mechanical strength, and low density. These composites (often in 
the form of laminate sheets) are applied to beams/slabs or wrapped around columns in 
order to enhance the structure’s mechanical performance. The FRP laminates can be uni-
directional, bi-directional, or layered with various angle orientations when applied to a 
structural element. Defects may also occur in such structures due to poor workmanship, 
chemical/physical degradation of the adhesive bonding layer, impact damage, or other 
environmental causes such as chloride ingress [1]. One type of defect that is considered 
and analyzed in this paper, referred to as unbond defect, occurs when the FRP is not 
properly bonded to the structure. As such, nondestructive testing and evaluation 
(NDT&E) of FRP materials utilized in the transportation and aerospace industries has 
become quite important.  
There are different NDT&E techniques used for structural assessment including 
electromagnetic (e.g., microwave, eddy current, induction), mechanical (e.g., ultrasonic), 
thermal, etc. with varying levels of success. The microwave technique has been 
successfully applied for (volumetric) inspection of dielectric materials [1]-[10] but is 
limited to surface inspections of conductive (metal or carbon-based) structures [11]. 
Ultrasonic methods are well-established but often require contact with the structure under 
test and an expert operator [12]-[14]. Thermography has also been widely applied in the 
infrastructure and transportation industries. Thermographic inspections either utilize a 
passive (meaning solar energy) or active (meaning heat is externally applied) heat 
excitation with a subsequent surface temperature measurement via an infrared (IR) or 
thermal camera. The passive method is qualitative and limited in application [15]. For an 
active thermographic inspection, an external heat source such as a heat lamp [16]-[21] or 
other excitation (including eddy current [22]-[24], ultrasonic [25], and microwave [26]-
[27]) is utilized. In eddy current (or induction) thermography, a high magnitude current is 
employed to induce an eddy current in a conductive material under inspection in order to 
produce a surface heat distribution from Joule heating and the heat diffusion process. 




materials. In ultrasonic thermography, ultrasonic energy is transformed into heat through 
friction where defects are present, meaning defects act as internal heat sources while 
undamaged areas show almost no temperature increase. However, ultrasonic 
thermography is a contact-based method, as the transducer needs to be in contact with the 
material under the test in order to couple the mechanical energy into the material.  
In the last decade, researchers have shown an increased interest in microwave 
heating techniques as an alternative heat excitation for thermographic structural 
assessment [26]-[35]. Active Microwave Thermography (AMT) has been utilized for 
detection and evaluation of steel fibers in cement-based materials [30]-[31], 
characterization of corrosion on metal-based materials (e.g., steel) [32], inspection of 
aluminum structures rehabilitated with FRP [33], and preliminarily studied for defect 
detection in rehabilitated cement-based materials [34]-[35]. Unlike with ultrasonic 
thermography, insulating (dielectric) materials can be easily penetrated by microwave 
signals without suffering from high attenuation to reach subsurface of areas of interest 
(i.e., defects). In addition, unlike eddy current thermography, a microwave-based heat 
excitation can be utilized with both conductive and dielectric materials, since the 
(microwave-based) heat generation can be achieved for dielectric and conductive 
materials. 
This paper presents the simulation and measurement results of an investigation 
aimed at studying the potential of AMT for detection of unbond defects in a multi-layer 
FRP-rehabilitated cement-based structure. Specifically, the thermal contrast (TC) and 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are provided and discussed as a function of fiber orientation, 




2. ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY 
As mentioned above, AMT is capable of generating heat differently, depending 
on the material under inspection. More specifically, in dielectric materials, dielectric 
heating occurs which is related to the absorption of the microwave energy by the 




to the surface currents that are generated on the conductive material when under 
microwave illumination. 
Dielectric materials can be described by their complex dielectric properties, and 
when referenced to free-space, are expressed as: 
 
r r rj           (1) 
 
where εr' and εr" are the relative permittivity (representing the ability of a material to 
store energy) and loss factor (representing the ability of a material to absorb energy), 
respectively. To illustrate the process of dielectric heating, a plane wave excitation is 
considered. Generally speaking, a plane wave consists of orthogonally polarized electric 
(E) and magnetic (H) fields propagating normally to the direction of the plane of 
incidence (that includes both fields). Here, it is assumed that the electric field (E-field) is 
polarized in the x-direction with an amplitude of E0, the magnetic field (H-field) is 
polarized in the y-direction with an amplitude of H0, and both are propagating in the z-
direction with a propagation constant of KZ. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 1 for an 
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where α is the attenuation constant, and η is the wave impedance and is equal to: 
 
          (4) 
 
where µ is the permeability of the material, and ε = ε0 εr in which ε0 is the permittivity of 
free space. To determine the complex microwave power associated with a propagating 
wave, the pointing vector (𝑆) inside the dielectric material with attenuation constant of α 
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Here, E0 (the electric field amplitude) is related to the microwave power source, the 
distance between the microwave source and sample interface (referred to as lift-off 
distance), and the transmission coefficient from the air to the material under the test 
(quantifying the amount of energy that is coupled into the material). It is important to 
note that E0 and subsequently the transmitted power attenuate as the energy propagates 
through the material. Therefore, when a lossy dielectric is irradiated with electromagnetic 




materials, this volumetric heating (i.e., increase in temperature, T) is proportional to the 
amount of dissipated power Q (W/m3), thermal conductivity k (W/m.K), specific heat C 
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From Eq. (7), the temperature increase (T) at a given (heating) time, t, as a result of the 
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The second heating mechanism occurs when an electromagnetic wave impinges 
on a conductive material. In this case, the electromagnetic energy cannot penetrate 
through the material. However, surface currents are induced on the surface of the 
conductor. Such surface currents serve as a source of radiated (or scattered) 
electromagnetic energy, which, in turn, may be absorbed by nearby dielectric materials 
(resulting in additional heat generation) [31]. Furthermore, due to the finite electric 
conductivity of the conductive material, ohmic (power) losses occur, also resulting in an 
increase in temperature of the material. Considering the Lorentz force equation and 
Newton’s equation of motion, the ohmic loss per unit volume due to induced surface 













3. ELECTROMAGNETIC-THERMAL MODELING 
In order to investigate the utility of AMT for structural assessment applications, a 




Studio™. This model considered a thick (with 20 cm thickness) cement-based material 
(CM) with dimensions of 50 × 50 cm rehabilitated with a laminated carbon FRP (CFRP) 
composite. The CFRP layer (with 1 mm thickness) is assumed to be uni-directional. 
Between the CFRP and CM layers, a thin layer (1 mm) of adhesive is assumed. An 
unbond with dimensions of 10× 10 cm with the same thickness of the adhesive layer (1 
mm) is also assumed to exist within the structure. The electromagnetic and thermal 
properties for the CM and CFRP are defined in Table 1. Among these materials, uni-
directional CFRP is unique in that it can totally reflect or partially transmit 
electromagnetic waves, depending on the polarization of the impinging electric field. In 
other words, when carbon fibers are made into laminate sheets, their interaction with 
electromagnetic energy is strongly influenced by the relative orientation of the fibers with 
respect to the polarization of the incident signal. More specifically, electromagnetic 
energy can penetrate through CFRP sheets when the polarization of the electric field is 
perpendicular to the fiber orientation (  ). Therefore,   CFRP is considered a lossy 
dielectric with εr ≈ 7 – j2.5. For the case when the fibers are parallel to the incident 
electric field polarization (||), CFRP behaves as good conductor with electric conductivity 
of σ ≈ 104S/m. 
 
 






Air εr = 1 0.026 1.005 
Foam εr ≈ 1 0.03 1.3 
Adhesive εr ≈ 6-j0.6 1.0 3.7 
CM εr ≈ 4.7-j0.7 1.7 0.8 
CFRP || σ = 104 7 1.2 






The electromagnetic and thermal boundary conditions used in the model are 
defined in Figure 2a and Figure 2b, respectively. To create a plane wave excitation, 
perfect electric conductors (PEC) at the yz-plane and perfect magnetic conductors (PMC) 
at the xz-plane are considered, meaning uniform or orthogonal E- and H-fields with a 
constant phase plane (front). Thermally, adiabatic boundaries were defined at the xz- and 





(a)      (b) 
Figure 2 - Simulation model including boundary conditions for (a) electromagnetic and 
(b) thermal simulations 
 
 
Unless indicated otherwise, all simulations assume the electromagnetic (plane 
wave) excitation to have a power of 50 W and a frequency of 2.45 GHz. From this 
excitation, the E- and H-fields and induced surface currents were determined and 
subsequently utilized to find the temperature distribution on the surface of the sample 
during and after microwave illumination. Additionally, in order to incorporate heat 
convection at the sample-air boundary (i.e., CFRP-air), the convective surface at the xy-














where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K), and Ta is the ambient 
temperature. For this case, the heat transfer coefficient is defined as h = 10 W/m2K. 
In Figure 3, each layer of a strengthened-CM utilizing a single CFRP layer and 
adhesive for  and || CFRP orientations is illustrated. Specifically, Figure 3a shows the 
case when the polarization of the incident electric field is parallel to the fiber orientation 
(Pr-Pol), and Figure 3b illustrates the case when the electric field polarization is 




(a)      (b) 




In order to quantitatively analyze the thermal response of the material under test 
during an AMT inspection, thermal contrast (TC) is defined. Prior to microwave 
illumination, the temperature of the structure is equal to the ambient temperature, Ta. 
After microwave illumination, the temperature increase, ΔT(t), at each location can be 
expressed as the difference between the absolute temperature, T(t), at time t and Ta and is 
expressed as follows: 
 




Then, the TC can be expressed as the difference between the temperature increase of a 
defective area (TD) and a sound (defect-free) area (TS) as follows: 
 
( ) ( )D STC T Tt t         (12) 
 
Practically speaking, the TC must be greater than the sensitivity of the thermal 
camera to detect the presence of a defect after a heating time of t. In Figure 4, the 
simulated TC is shown for the two different fiber orientations of Figure 3. For the case of 
parallel polarization (Pr-Pol), the main heating mechanism is induction heating while for 
the perpendicular case (Pn-Pol), the structure experiences dielectric heating. As shown, 
the TC and subsequently the amount of heat generated in Pr-Pol is much less than that of 
the case of Pn-Pol, indicating that the effect of dielectric heating is more significant than 
that of induction heating. 
 
 




Next, simulations were conducted to investigate the effect of additional CFRP 
layers (as the results above only considered a single layer). In other words, the sample of 




thickness both are 1 mm). In this case, since there are now two interfaces related to the 
presence of the rehabiliation material (two layers of CFRP), an unbond defect can exist at 
the CFRP-CFRP interface (referred to as D1), or at the CFRP-CM interface (referred to 
as D2). In both cases, the unbond defect is modeled as lack of adhesive between layers 
(as above). With respect to the orientation of the E-field polarization and fiber direction 
of the CFRP layers, eight situations can occur (depending on E-field polarization, fiber 
orientation, and defect location), as given in Table 2. Table 2 also includes the TC after 
180 sec of microwave illumination. 
 
 
Table 2 - TC (K) for an unbond in a rehabilitated CM with two layers of CFRP. The 
CM is assumed to be flush with the 2nd layer indicated below 
Case 




I CFRP - CFRP  1.42 0.98 
II CFRP - CFRP  0.13 0.12 
III CFRP - CFRP  0.12 0.08 




As seen, for all cases, the defect farther from the surface (listed as D2 in Table 2) 
will experience a lower TC than the defect closer to the surface (listed first in Table 2, 
D1). In addition, the highest TC is observed for case I (i.e., dielectric heating mechanism 
only). Conversely, the lowest TC is obtained for case IV (i.e., induction heating 
mechanism only). Thus, it is important to ensure that the E-field is perpendicularly 
polarized with respect to the fiber orientation (for two layers of CFRP with the same 
orientation) to attain the maximum TC. For the case of two layers with different 
orientations (cases II and III), case II experiences a higher TC. Thus, for this situation, it 





The simulated thermal profile of two cases of Table 2 is presented in Figure 5a 
(case I) and Figure 5b (case IV) after 180 sec of microwave illumination. For both cases, 
a defect of type D2 is considered (between the CFRP and CM). As seen, the temperature 
rise (based on Eq. 11) for the case of two Pn-Pol CFRP layers (case I, Figure 5a) is much 






(a)      (b) 
Figure 5 - Simulated thermal profile for (a) case I, and (b) case IV. 
 
 
The effect of frequency was also studied via simulation. Thus far, a frequency of 
2.45 GHz was chosen due to prior success with microwave-based CM inspections [9]. 
However, other frequencies near this value may prove to induce more heat. Therefore, in 
Figure 6, the TC for case I (Figure 6a) and case IV (Figure 6b) of Table 2 for frequencies 
















From the results in Figure 6, it can be observed that the TC for case I (dielectric heating) 
is (approximately) linearly proportional to the frequency, as expected from Eq. 8. The 
effect of higher TC at higher frequencies can be explained as an increase in the absorbed 
electromagnetic energy at these frequencies (i.e., improved TC). For case IV, the TC also 
exhibits an increase as a function of frequency (due to induction heating), as it is related 
to the induced surface current and finite conductivity of the CFRP. Therefore, although 
2.45 GHz is in an unlicensed frequency band (making it ideal for AMT inspections from 
a practical point-of-view), utilizing higher frequencies is better for AMT inspections (if 
possible in practice) for rehabilitated CMs since a higher TC can be achieved. 
Finally, the effect of source power was investigated. In Table 3, the TC for cases I 
and IV (of Table 2) at a frequency of 2.45 GHz and heating time of 180 sec as a function 
of source power (from 50 – 1000 W) is provided. As expected from Eq. 8 and observed 
from the results of both heating mechanisms, the TC is linearly proportional to the power 
level. However, it is important to note that increasing the incident power is not without 
drawbacks. That is to say, safety concerns for the operator are increased, and also the cost 
of the inspection system (financial, thermal management, and power requirements). 
 
 
Table 3 - TC (K) as a function of source power 
 TC (K) 
Power (W) 50 100 200 500 1000 
Defect D2 - Case I 0.98 1.97 3.92 9.85 19.70 







4. AMT MEASUREMENTS – A CASE STUDY 
In order to further illustrate the potential for AMT as a structural assessment tool 
for rehabilitated cement-based structures, measurements were conducted on a 
representative sample similar to the geometry studied above via simulation. For this 
project, a mortar sample with an unbond defect was made using a water-to-cement ratio 
(w/c) of 0.6 and a sand-to-cement ratio (s/c) of 2.0 and was fully cured in ambient 
conditions for approximately 4 months. Afterward, two layers of uni-directional CFRP 
laminate (fibers oriented in the same direction) were bonded to the sample’s surface. The 
unbond was created by placing a piece of thin foam (invisible to microwave energy) 
between the CFRP and mortar layers (i.e., no adhesive). In Figure 7, a schematic and 
photograph of the AMT measurement setup and sample is shown. In the system, the 
microwave illumination is generated by a signal generator operating at a frequency of 
2.45 GHz. Then, the power level of the signal is amplified using a 50 W power amplifier. 
The linearly polarized microwave energy was radiated toward the sample using a horn 
antenna, which is capable of handling high power signals and concentrates the energy 
toward the surface of the sample. The surface thermal profile of the sample is 
subsequently captured using a FLIR T430sc thermal camera. Each measurement included 
180 sec of microwave illumination (the heating period) followed by an additional 300 sec 









During an AMT measurement, the results will be affected by noise 
(environmental, system, thermal camera, etc.). Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
can be used to describe the contrast between a defective area and the surrounding non-
defective areas. To define SNR, the signal is defined as the TC, and the noise is defined as 








       (13) 
 
Strictly speaking, an SNR > 0 dB is required for successful defect detections [37]. 
In Figure 8, the TC and SNR results for the AMT inspection of the CM sample are 
presented. In Figure 8a, the temperature increase (defined in Eq. 11) is presented after 5, 
10, 20, 60, and 180 sec of microwave illumination with Pn-Pol. As can be seen in Figure 
8a, the TC increases during the heating time (as is expected). In Figure 8b, the SNR 
(defined in Eq. 13) of the sample is presented after 5, 10, 20, 60, and 180 sec of 
microwave illumination with Pn-Pol. From this figure, the SNR at the defect after 5 sec is 
10 dB, and after 60 sec and 180 sec, it is 35 dB and 37 dB, respectively. During an AMT 
inspection, it is important to provide a sufficient (for defect detection) heating time as 
well as avoiding excess (either in time or in applied energy) heating. The minimum 
heating time, (tmin) can be determined by analyzing the SNR to determine when the SNR 
at the defect is greater than zero. Additionally, in order to avoid unnecessary time/energy 
spent for heating, it is important to consider the point (in time) in which the SNR reaches 
saturation, tsat. From the results shown in Figure 8b, to detect the defect, tmin= ~5 sec. 
After ~60 sec the SNR reaches saturation. Thus, tsat = ~60 sec for this case. The precise 
(optimal) heating time will lie between this range (5-60 sec) and depends on the 
capabilities of the thermal camera, material under inspection, etc. This value may differ 
according to the manufacturing or lamination process of the FRP, or more generally, 
depending on the material. 
In Figure 8c, the surface thermal profile for Pr-Pol is presented. Comparing the 




Pol results in a greater TC at the defectat the end of the heating time compared to Pr-Pol. 
This result was expected from the simulation (Figure 4) and also confirms that dielectric 
heating is more effective than conductive heating for AMT inspections of CFRP-
rehabilitated CM. In addition, it is important to note that the temperature scale for Pn-Pol 
is 10 times greater than the Pr-Pol (comparing Figure 8c with Figure 8a). Furthermore, 
since the temperature rise at the defect for Pn-Pol is greater than for Pr-Pol, stronger 
lateral heat diffusion is observed in Figure 8a as compared to Figure 8c. From the results 
of SNR for Pr-Pol in Figure 8b, tmin= ~10 sec (compared to ~5 sec for Pn-Pol). However, 
tsat = ~60 sec (representing little change in SNR from 60 sec to 180 sec) for both 
polarizations. Thus, inspections utilizing Pn-Pol are preferred since a higher SNR and TC, 
as well as faster minimum required illumination time, are achieved. 
Finally, σN (noise) for both polarizations is presented in Figure 9. For these two 
cases, the temporal noise in the thermal image is calculated by calculating the standard 
deviation of temperature over the sample at (randomly selected) non-defective areas. In 
Figure 9, it is observed (as is expected) that for the case of induction heating (Pr-Pol), the 
noise on the thermal image varies around 0.03 K, which is very close to the sensitivity 
level of the thermal camera. Since the only heating mechanism is due to induction 
heating, the distribution of noise is attributed to the thermal environmental noise and 
limited sensitivity of the thermal camera. For the case of Pn-Pol, since the heating occurs 
as a result of dielectric heating and it has a larger temperature increase as compared to Pr-
Pol, a stronger lateral heat diffusion exists which leads to an increase (over time) in the 
amount of noise during the heating period. This value increases from ~0.03K to ~0.05 
after 180 sec of heating time and subsequently decreases during the cooling time to ~0.03 
K (i.e., environmental and thermal camera noise). Thus, the baseline noise can be 
considered to be on the order of 0.03 K for this experiment. From this and by 
characterizing the baseline noise, it can be observed that few seconds are required for 







Figure 8 - Results after 5, 10, 20, 60, and 180 sec heating: (a) ΔT profile (defined in Eq, 







Figure 9 - Temporal noise for both polarizations. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
Active Microwave Thermography (AMT) is a relatively new NDT&E method 
that has recently been considered for structural assessment in the infrastructure and 
aerospace industries. To this end, simulation and measurement results using AMT for 
inspection of cement-based materials rehabilitated with CFRP composites containing an 
unbond have been presented. Specifically, the effect of fiber orientation (with respect to 
the polarization of the incident microwave energy), frequency, and power level have been 
studied. CFRP is conductive when illuminated with microwave energy polarized parallel 
to the CFRP fiber direction and behaves as a lossy dielectric when illuminated by 
perpendicularly polarized energy. Since the more significant heating mechanism is based 
on dielectric heating, a higher thermal contrast (TC) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
between healthy and defective areas can be observed when the incident energy is 
perpendicular to the fiber direction. From this analysis, it was observed that minimum 
required heating time to (reliably) detect a defect in cement-based materials rehabilitated 
with unidirectional CFRP is around ~5 and 10 sec for perpendicular and parallel 
polarizations, respectively. Also, it was shown that the SNR does not improve 
significantly after ~60 sec of microwave illumination for such a structure, indicating a 
maximum effective heating time for CFRP strengthened cement-based materials. 
However, this value may alter according to the type of material and (in the case of 
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III. EVALUATION OF STEEL FIBER DISTRIBUTION IN CEMENT-BASED 
MORTARS USING ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY 
ABSTRACT 
The non-uniform distribution of steel fibers in fiber-reinforced cement-based 
mortars (FRCMs) can lead to heterogeneous properties of hardened material with direct 
impact on mechanical properties. Among various nondestructive testing techniques, the 
active microwave thermography (AMT) has shown good potential for inspection of 
cement-based materials. AMT utilizes combination of microwave energy to generate 
controlled and localized heating and uses commercially-available infrared cameras to 
capture surface thermal images in real-time. Utilizing AMT, four FRCM samples made 
with different steel fiber volumes ranging from 0 to 3% were investigated to evaluate the 
feasibility of this method for detecting and quantifying fiber distribution. Full-wave 
coupled electromagnetic-thermal numerical modeling was also conducted to evaluate the 
effect of dielectric properties, fiber depth, and fiber clumping on surface thermal profile. 
The results of simulations indicate that increase in fiber depth results in lower surface 
temperature, due to lower heating associated with induced surface current. Based on 
AMT measurement results, samples with higher fiber contents were shown to undergo 
greater increase in surface temperature, as observed for samples with 1% and 2% fibers. 
However, this tendency was reversed with further fiber addition from 2% to 3%, due to 
the potential of fiber clumping. Furthermore, the fiber clumping and lower level of fiber 
homogeneity for FRCM with 3% fiber resulted in 55% lower flexural toughness 
compared to the FRCM containing 2% fiber. The results of fiber homogeneity measured 
from freshly cast prism were found to correlate well with those obtained from AMT 
technique determined on hardened samples. 
 
Index Terms-Active microwave thermography, Fiber-reinforced cement-based 







Cement-based materials are typically characterized as brittle materials, with 
relatively low tensile strength and strain capacity. Fibers can be incorporated to reduce 
cracking tendency and improve post-cracking response and energy absorption capacity. 
Numerous research studies have been carried out to evaluate the effect of fiber content, 
geometry, and type on workability and rheological properties, as well as mechanical 
characteristics of cement-based materials [1]-[5]. 
The effectiveness of incorporating fibers to enhance mechanical properties of 
cement-based materials is significantly affected by the fiber distribution [6]-[15]. Non-
uniform fiber distribution can lead to mechanical anisotropy in some regions of a 
structural element, resulting in an undesirable variability in mechanical performance of 
fiber-reinforced mortar and concrete mixtures. For example, [6] reported that the number 
of fibers in a cross-section of a test sample significantly affects the mechanical properties 
of fiber-reinforced concrete (FRC). [12] pointed out that the measured flexural strength 
of FRC can be significantly lower compared to the predicted flexural strength when 
fibers are non-uniformly distributed throughout the sample.  
The level of fiber distribution in FRCMs is affected by the fiber characteristics, 
including type, Vf  (volume content), aspect ratio (Lf/df , where Lf and df refer to fiber 
length and diameter, respectively) [4], [5] workability and rheological properties of the 
suspending fluid [8]-[10] and [13]-[16], method of introducing fibers into the mixture 
[17], and casting methods [18]. 
Given the interaction between fibers, the incorporation of fibers can result in a 
reduction in the workability of FRCMs. A decrease in workability can adversely reduce 
the homogeneity of fiber distribution in FRCM. In the case of relatively low fiber 
volume, the workability of FRCMs may not be significantly affected, given the lower 
level of potential interaction and larger distance between individual fibers. As fiber 
volume increases, the interaction between fibers increases, thus reducing workability. 
Beyond a certain fiber content, the interaction among fibers can substantially increase, 
potentially leading to the formation of fiber clumping (or fiber balling). Fiber clumping 
can form a non-uniform fiber distribution throughout the mixture, which can result in 




From a structural health monitoring point-of-view, the evaluation of fiber 
distribution in FRCMs is of high importance to ensure adequate performance. Several 
destructive and nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques have been employed to evaluate 
fiber distribution in fibrous mortar and concrete mixtures. The most common approach 
involves cutting sample and evaluating fiber distribution. This technique is destructive 
and time-consuming, and the results cannot be generalized to the entire structure [6], 
[11], and [12]. Alternatively, NDT techniques can be employed for assessing the fiber 
distribution and orientation, including X-ray tomography [19]-[21], image processing 
analysis [16] and [22], electrical resistivity (Lataste et al. 2008), alternating-current 
impedance spectroscopy (AC-IS) [24], ultrasonic and quantitative acoustic emission 
technique [25], as well as a magnetic method [26]-[28]. 
Among the various NDT techniques, X-ray tomography is quite useful for 
evaluating fiber distribution. However, there are a number of critical (operator) safety 
issues that should be taken into consideration, and the technique is mainly used in the 
laboratory. Ultrasonic measurements require contact with the sample under test, which 
may be difficult in some restricted structures. Ultrasonic methods are sensitive to 
measurement errors resulting from the noisy atmosphere of most job sites. Microwave 
NDT has shown good potential for determining material constituents of cement-based 
materials [29] and [30], but microwave imaging (i.e., raster scanning of large areas) is 
often time consuming. Thermography is a well-established NDT method which is used 
extensively for structural health monitoring with numerous benefits, including noncontact 
inspection, fast, readily available high-sensitivity cameras, and easy-to-interpret results 
[31]-[33]. However, thermography often requires the application of high thermal energy 
over a short period of time, which results in a sudden temperature rise (e.g., greater than 
~15 °K) [32]. Such temperature increases may risk damaging the material under test. 
Hence, in order to overcome this risk and improve the method as an efficient NDT tool, 
microwave NDT has been integrated with thermography, herein referred to as active 
microwave thermography (AMT) [34]-[37]. AMT utilizes the combination of microwave 
energy to generate controlled and localized heating and commercially-available infrared 
(thermal) cameras to capture surface thermal images of a structure under test in real-time. 




transportation and aerospace industries, including detection of delamination and 
debonding in structures rehabilitated with carbon fiber reinforced composites [34] and 
[35], as well as corrosion detection in steel-based materials [36]. 
The objective of this study is to investigate the feasibility of AMT to evaluate the 
fiber distribution in FRCM samples prepared with various steel fiber contents. In order to 
assess the sensitivity of different frequencies to the fiber content and distribution, AMT 
measurements were conducted at 2, 2.4, and 3 GHz. Full-wave coupled electromagnetic-
thermal numerical modeling was also conducted to evaluate the effect of dielectric 
properties, fiber depth, and clumping of fibers on the surface thermal profile. In addition, 
the effect of fiber addition on packing density, paste film thickness (PFT) covering fibers, 
flow consistency, as well as flexural toughness was also evaluated. The level of fiber 
homogeneity along the freshly cast prism was determined, and the results were correlated 




2. ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY 
As mentioned above, AMT is based on the integration of microwave and 
thermographic NDT techniques. As AMT utilizes a microwave heat excitation, two 
different heating mechanisms can be generated depending on the material properties of 
the structure under test. The first heating mechanism is based on dielectric heating which 
takes place due to the interaction between dielectric materials (i.e., non-conducting 
materials) and incident electromagnetic energy. Dielectric materials are defined by their 
complex relative (to free-space) dielectric properties, εr, given by:  
 
jr r r            (1) 
 
where r  and r   refer to the permittivity and loss factor, respectively. Permittivity 
represents the ability of a material to store microwave energy, and loss factor refers to the 
ability of the material to absorb microwave energy. The amount of (dielectric) heat 




incident power. Assuming a plane-wave excitation (i.e., a uniform electric field with a 
constant phase front/no phase variation) with an (initial) magnitude of E0 irradiated 
toward the dielectric material, the magnitude of this incident signal, E(z), a distance of z 
from the surface of the dielectric is expressed as: 
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where α represents the attenuation constant (Np/m) which is calculated as follows:   
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where ω = 2πf (rad/m), f is the operating frequency (Hz), c is the speed of light (3×108 
m/s), and µr is the relative magnetic permeability (µr = 1 for dielectric/non-magnetic 
materials). As shown in Eq. (3), higher operating frequency or loss factor can lead to 
increased attenuation of the incident wave in the dielectric material. Knowing the 
magnitude of the incident electric field (|E|) inside the dielectric material (at any point) 
allows for the dissipation of electromagnetic energy, Q (W/m3) in the material to be 
determined as follows: 
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where ε0 is the dielectric constant of free-space (8.854 × 10
-12 F/m). The energy 
dissipated inside the dielectric material is subsequently related to a change (with respect 
to time and space) in temperature (i.e., heat generation) based on the heat transfer 















where ρ is the density (kg/m3), C is the specific heat (J/g.K), k is thermal conductivity 
(W/m.K), T is temperature (K) and t is time (sec). 
The second heating mechanism in AMT occurs when conductive materials are 
present. As outlined in [32] and [34], when a conductor is irradiated with electromagnetic 
energy, surface currents (J) are induced on the conductor. Such surface currents serve as 
a secondary source of radiated electromagnetic energy which can generate an additional 
(secondary) source of heat. When a conductor is embedded within a lossy dielectric 
material (i.e., r  ≠ 0), these surface currents will cause an increase in the concentration of 
electromagnetic energy (as compared to areas without a conductor). Hence, through Eq. 
(5), the presence of embedded conductors inside lossy dielectric materials will cause an 
increase in heat and subsequent temperature. 
In this work, since steel fibers (an electrically conductive material) are distributed 
inside the mortar (a lossy dielectric material), the potential for both heating mechanisms 
exists. More specifically, when an FRCM is illuminated with electromagnetic energy, the 
material will experience (volumetric) dielectric heating as the electromagnetic energy 
propagates into the material. Furthermore, at the location of steel fibers, the induced 
surface current leads to an additional increase in temperature. The variation in surface 
temperature can be utilized to distinguish areas with fibers from those without fibers. 
Further, the variation in surface temperature is dependent on the fiber characteristics 
(length and volume), depth of fibers (from the surface), etc. For a given fiber distribution, 
fibers located further from the surface could experience less induced surface current due 
to the increased attenuation of the incident  electromagnetic energy (see Eq. (3)). Thus, 




3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The research program undertaken in this investigation consisted of three phases. 
In the first phase, a coupled electromagnetic-thermal model was utilized to evaluate the 
effect of dielectric properties, depth and clumping of fibers on the surface thermal profile. 
The second phase aimed at quantifying the effect of fiber content on fresh and 




packing density of dry mixture of fibers and sand particles, paste film thickness (PFT) 
covering fibers, flow consistency, as well as flexural toughness. A methodology was also 
employed to assess the fiber homogeneity along the prism in the fresh state. The third 
phase was undertaken to assess the fiber content and distribution of FRCM samples using 
AMT. The significance of variations in the mean value of the surface temperature of 




3.1. MATERIALS, MIXTURE PROPORTIONING, AND SAMPLE 
PREPARATION 
In total, four mortar mixtures were prepared. This included a control mixture 
made without fiber and three mixtures with fiber volumes of 1%, 2%, and 3%. All mortar 
mixtures were proportioned with a fixed water-to-cement ratio (w/c) of 0.45 and sand-to-
cement ratio (s/c) of 2.5. The mixtures were prepared using Type I ordinary portland 
cement (OPC) and continuously graded natural sand with a maximum size of 4 mm, 
specific gravity of 2.70, water absorption of 2.8%, and fineness modulus of 2.6. The 
mortar mixtures did not incorporate any chemical admixture. This was done to reduce the 
flowability of mixtures with higher fiber content, and eventually fiber clumping would be 
detected using the proposed NDT technique. Hooked-end steel fibers with lengths of 30 
mm, diameters of 0.55 mm, specific gravity of 7.87, and tensile strength of 1500 MPa 
were used.  
The mixing sequence consisted of homogenizing the sand for 30 seconds before 
introducing half of the mixing water. Cement was added and mixed for 30 seconds 
followed by the remaining water. The fibers were then gradually introduced, and the 
mixture was mixed for 3 minutes and kept at rest for 2 minutes before remixing for 3 
minutes. Visual observation during mixing indicated that the mixture with 3% fiber 
volume developed fiber clumps, and the mixture exhibited signs of bleeding and fiber 
clumping. 
The casting procedure of the FRCM has significant influence on the distribution 
of fibers along the prism, and consequently on mechanical properties. In this study, all 




cast in two layers, and consolidated on a vibrating table for 30 seconds. The samples 
were demolded after one day, and were subjected to standard moist curing (23 ± 1°C and 




3.2.1. Fresh And Hardened Properties Of FRCMS. a) Flow consistency: The 
flow consistency of mortars was evaluated using the flow table test, in accordance with 
ASTM C1437, where the mortar is subjected to 25 drops in 15 seconds after removal 
from a cone-shaped mold. The flow is calculated as the percentage of the difference 
between the spread diameter of mortar after the 25th drop and the original base diameter 
divided by the original base diameter.  
b) Packing density and determination of paste film thickness covering fibers: The 
effect of fiber addition on packing density of dry mixture of sand particles and fibers was 
evaluated in accordance with ASTM C29. The results of packing density were 
subsequently used to quantify the effect of fiber addition on paste film thickness (PFT) 
covering fibers and sand particles. In order to determine the PFT surrounding fibers and 
sand particles, the FRCM was considered as a two-phase composite, including solid 
(fibers and sand particles) and suspending fluid (cement paste). The suspending fluid 
initially fills the voids between solid particles, and then covers the constitutive materials 
of the first phase. The thickness of the paste layer covering the fibers and sand particles, 
corresponding to the PFT, can be estimated using the total surface area and void volume 
(VV) of the solid phase. The VVis calculated by measuring the packing density of the solid 
phase, which depends on the volume, shape, rigidity, and interaction between sand 
particles and fibers. The PFT around the sand and fibers can be expressed as follows:  
 








     (6) 
where VA and Vf are the volumes of aggregate and fiber, respectively. VV(A,f) refers to the 




total surface areas of aggregate and fibers, respectively. The total surface area for rigid 








        (7) 
c) Assessment of fiber homogeneity in fresh state: A simple test method was 
implemented to quantitatively evaluate the variation of fiber content along a cast prism in 
fresh state. This test involves determining the variation in fiber content along a cast prism 
measuring 75 × 75 × 285 mm. The test procedure is schematically presented in Figure 
3.1. It consists of casting the FRCM parallel to the longitudinal direction of the prism 
followed by inserting thin metal plates into the plastic mixture shortly after casting to 
separate the prism into four zones. The FRCM in each section are weighed, then washed 
out on a 75 µm sieve to determine the fiber content retained on the sieve. The variation of 
fiber content throughout the mixture was quantified by calculating the inhomogeneity 
index (IHI). The IHI is considered to be the coefficient of variation (COV) of the fiber 



















   (8) 
 
where MFi refers to the fiber content in each zone and MFave represents the average fiber 
content corresponding to all four zones along the cast prism. 
 
d) Flexural toughness: Prismatic samples measuring 75 × 75 × 400 mm were cast 
to determine the 28-day flexural strength and toughness, in accordance with ASTM 






3.2.2. AMT Measurements. The AMT measurements were conducted on 
FRCM samples with dimensions of 200 × 200 × 200 mm. After demolding at 24 hours, 
samples were stored in a temperature and humidity controlled room at 23 ± 2 °C and 35% 
± 5% RH until the age of AMT measurement at 28 days. The AMT measurement test 
setup is schematically illustrated in Figure 2. A signal generator was utilized to produce a 
microwave signal at the desired frequency. The power level was amplified using a 50 W 
power amplifier. The microwave energy was radiated toward the FRCM sample using a 
horn antenna. The horn antenna is capable of handling high power microwave signals as 
well as concentrating the microwave energy toward the surface of the sample and 
providing a relatively uniform microwave excitation (similar to a plane wave). In order to 
measure the surface thermal profile, a DRS Tamarisk 320 thermal camera was utilized. 
Each measurement included 30 sec of microwave illumination followed by an additional 














Figure 2 - AMT measurement test setup 
 
 
The AMT measurements were conducted on the four sides of the samples, 
excluding the top and bottom surfaces (since these surfaces have some roughness which 
may affect the AMT results). Considering a frequency of 2.4 GHz (midpoint of the 
frequencies utilized here) and a mortar with permittivity of 4.8, the wavelength in air and 
mortar is 125 mm and 57 mm, respectively. Thus at this frequency, the length of steel 
fiber (30 mm) is near the resonant length (i.e., half of the wavelength of the signal in 
mortar, 28 mm), and the maximum current distribution on the fiber surface will be 
induced. For areas containing steel fibers, the induced surface current on the steel fibers 
contribute to a larger temperature difference (as explained above). As such, it is expected 




An illustration of the thermal image acquisition process is shown in Figure 3. The 
temperature profile was acquired at a rate of 1/30 sec, resulting in a frames-per-second 
rate of 1/30. All acquired frames, T(t), were subtracted from the first frame (i.e., ambient 
condition, T(0)) in order to highlight the temperature changes taking place during testing. 
As shown in Figure 3, initially a temperature difference of zero is measured (as for the 
first measured frame, no microwave heating has taken place) for all measurement points 
(example measurement points shown as u, v, and w in Figure 3). Then, after the 
microwave illumination begins, the temperature difference increases. In the zone 
surrounding point u, the concentration of fibers is higher than those near points v and w. 
As a result, the temperature difference in zone u will be larger, as illustrated in Figure. 3. 
Also, the zone near point v will experience a greater temperature difference than areas 
with no fibers (i.e., around point w). Additionally, the temperature difference decreases 










In order to quantitatively evaluate the fiber distribution along the surface of an 
FRCM sample, the middle portion of each surface can be divided into few equivalent 
zones, and the results of each zone can be used to evaluate fiber distribution. The mean 
temperature at time t for the corresponding surface (s) and zone (z), ( , , )
Zone
s z t , can be 
calculated as follows: 
 
1












       (9) 
 
where ( )pT t  is the temperature difference at pixel p and time t, and PN  refers to total 
number of pixels for a corresponding zone. Then, the overall mean of the temperature 
difference of each sample ( ( )total t ) can be expressed as follows: 
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      (10) 
 
where ZN and SN  refer to the number of zones and surfaces, respectively, of each tested 
sample. Since the presence of fiber affects the surface temperature (through induced 
surface current mechanism), a comparison of mean values ( ( , , )
Zone
s z t ) of each zone 
across the surface may provide an indication of the fiber distribution of test sample. Thus, 
it is expected that the concentration of fibers can be quantitatively evaluated by analyzing 




4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF AMT 
For numerical modeling, a full-wave coupled electromagnetic-thermal simulation 
was conducted to evaluate the effect of dielectric properties and fiber depth and clumping 
on the surface temperature of FRCM samples using CST MultiPhysicsStudioTM. The 




electric and magnetic fields inside the FRCM and subsequently the induced surface 
current on the steel fibers were determined. The solution is based on the finite difference 
time domain technique. Subsequently, for the thermal simulation, the computed electric 
and magnetic fields and induced surface current are utilized to determine the transient 
heat diffusion. The transient thermal response (i.e., heat generation, diffusion, etc.) of the 
structure is based on Eq. (4). The transient thermal simulation includes two parts, in 
which the FRCM is first illuminated by incident electromagnetic power (i.e., heating 
period) for a given heating time, th, and subsequently the heat source is removed (i.e., 
cooling period) and the thermal profile is recorded for a given cooling time, tc (i.e., total 
time of t = th + tc). For numerical modeling, the operating frequency was chosen to be 2.4 
GHz with 50 W of incident electromagnetic energy (plane wave illumination). As in [38] 
at low frequencies, such as 2.4 GHz, the mortar sample can be considered a 
homogeneous material. Therefore, each mortar sample was modeled as a homogeneous 
solid material measuring 140 × 140 × 70 mm. The steel fiber was modeled with a length 
of 30 mm and diameter of 0.55 mm. The dielectric and thermal properties of the material 
constituents of FRCM sample were considered as follows: mortar was assumed to have a 
dielectric properties of εr = 4.8 – j0.05,thermal conductivity of k = 1.2 W/m.K, specific 
heat of C = 0.9 J/g.K, and density of ρ = 2200 kg/m3; air has dielectric properties of εr = 
1, k = 0.026 W/m.K, C = 1.005 J/g.K, and ρ = 1.204 kg/m3; steel fiber was considered to 
have electric conductivity of σ = 7.69 × 106 (S/m), k = 59.5 W/m.K, C = 0.48 J/g.K, and ρ 





4.1. EFFECT OF EMBEDDED SINGLE FIBER ON SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
The first phase of numerical simulation was undertaken to evaluate the effect of 
mortar loss factor and the depth (from the surface) of a single steel fiber on the surface 
temperature profile. The fiber depth and loss factor of mortar contributes to change in 
temperature due to induced surface current and dielectric heating, respectively. The 




fiber at th = 30 sec is shown in Figure 4(a). Assuming fixed mortar dielectric properties, 
the surface temperature reduces as the fiber depth increases. As expected, the surface 
current induced by the incident electromagnetic signal decreases since the amount of 
energy that reaches the fiber decreases with distance from the surface (see Eq. (4)). For 
this material, after 8 mm, the fiber depth does not affect the temperature. Thus, fibers 
placed deeper than ~10 mm are not likely to contribute to the surface temperature (nor 
AMT inspection results). 
Related to this, the induced surface current on the steel fibers is also a function of 
the fiber orientation with respect to the polarization of incident electric field. The effect 
of incident polarization on the fiber can be quantified using through the polarization loss 
factor [39]. In general, the greatest induced surface current occurs when the fiber is 
parallel to the incident electric field, and approaches zero for a perpendicular orientation 
of the fiber. This dependency on fiber orientation causes a subsequent dependency of 
surface temperature (and overall AMT sensitivity) to the fiber alignment. 
The temperature difference on a sample without and with a single fiber (located 1 
mm from the top surface) along with induced surface current on fiber is shown in Figure 
4(b) as a function of loss factor. For the mortar without fiber, the surface temperature 
increases with increasing loss factor (resulting from dielectric heating). However, in the 
case of mortar with a single steel fiber, as the loss factor increases, the temperature 
difference initially also increases as a result of both dielectric heating and induced surface 
current on the fiber (up to a loss factor of ~0.6). After this point, the contribution of the 
induced surface current (on the fiber) is less dominant, and therefore the temperature 
difference begins to decrease. This is a result of the increased attenuation of the electric 
field impinging on the fiber (and subsequently a reduction in induced surface current). 
Therefore, the temperature difference between samples made with and without fibers is 









Figure 4 - Simulated surface temperature and induced surface current on fiber for sample 






4.2. EFFECT OF FIBER DISTRIBUTION ON SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
The second simulation phase was carried out to evaluate the effect of fiber 
distribution on surface temperature for sample containing 0.5% steel fibers. Two different 
fiber distributions were considered; namely, a random distribution and a clumped 
distribution, as shown in Figure 5. For both distributions, the fibers were distributed 
within the first 50 cm (i.e., a 50-cm depth from the surface) of the sample. The location 
and orientation of the ith fiber was determined by generating a random Cartesian starting 
position (xi, yi, zi) within the geometrical boundaries of the sample, and the direction of 
the fiber was randomly assigned using angles 
i  and i  of the spherical coordinate 
system. For both distributions, the depth and orientation (
i and i ) are identical. The 
difference between the distributions is in the lateral placement (i.e., x and y directions as 
shown in Figure 5), meaning that the randomly distributed fibers cover a greater (lateral) 
surface area than the clumped distribution. The magnitude of electric field (E-field) and 
temperature difference for both distributions are shown in Figure 5. From these results, it 
can be seen that the E-field distribution is affected by the fiber distribution. In the case of 
clumped distribution, the E-field and temperature values were substantially higher at the 
center of the sample and rapidly decreased with distance from the center. Therefore, in 
the clumped model, the high intensity temperature in the center of the sample is attributed 
to the higher concentration of fibers placed in this zone. However, for the random 
distribution, the distribution and magnitude of the E-field are more uniform across the 
surface. 
In order to quantitatively evaluate the distribution of surface temperature, the 
surface of these two models was divided into 25 equal zones with dimensions of 25 × 25 
mm. The greatest mean value of 0.4 was obtained in the center of the clumped fiber 
sample, and this value sharply decreases with distance from the center of sample. Further, 
the mean value of the temperature for sample with random distribution and clumped fiber 
are 0.20 and 0.14, respectively. However, the random distribution sample has a standard 
deviation for temperature difference of 0.06 compared to 0.12 for the clumped 
distribution sample, thus supporting the conclusion of a more uniform distribution of 




It should be pointed out that open boundary conditions were employed for 
simulations which consider an infinite FRCM sample in the lateral direction (i.e., x and y 
directions as shown in Figure 5). As a result of the open boundary condition applied 
along the x- and y-axes, heat diffusion is the only mechanism of heat transfer in these 
directions. Additionally, the top and bottom of the SFRC sample (along the z-axis in 
Figure 5) is considered to be surrounded by an infinite half-space of air. Thus, both heat 
diffusion and heat convection take place in this direction. In order to address the 
boundary conditions at the two interfaces between FRCM and air, the heat transfer 
coefficient of hC = 10 W/m




Figure 5 - Numerical modeling results of E-field and temperature variation for random 






5. TEST RESULTS 
5.1. FRESH AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF FRCMS 
Figure 6 shows the variation in flow consistency with fiber addition. As expected, 
the inclusion of fibers resulted in lower flow consistency. The increase in fiber from 1% 
to 3% resulted in 15% to 82% lower flow compared to the reference mixture. As shown 
in Figure 6, for the mixture containing 3% fiber, relatively high concentration of fibers 
can be observed at the center of the flow test, and a layer of water appeared on the outer 
edge of mixture at the end of the flow test, indicating a low level of stability. 
 
 
Figure 6 - Effect of fiber addition on flow and PFT covering fibers 
 
 
The effect of fiber addition on PFT covering fibers is shown in Figure 6. An 
increase in the fiber content from 0 to 3% resulted in a 37% reduction in PFT around the 
fibers. The reduction in PFT around fibers contributes to lower flow consistency and 
higher interaction among fibers, thus leading to higher potential of fiber clumping. The 
addition of fibers from 0 to 3% decreased the packing density from 0.73 to 0.67. The 




whereas a further increase in fiber content from 2% to 3% resulted in an 8.5% decrease in 
packing density. This can be attributed to the fact that rigid fibers, such as steel fibers, 
can change the structure of the solid skeleton (i.e. aggregates) and push the particles 
apart, thus increasing the void volume among solid particles. Therefore, for a given paste 
volume, a decrease in packing density can lead to lower workability and lower thickness 
of the paste layer surrounding the fibers. 
Figure 7 depicts the load-deflection responses of the FRCMs. As expected, the 
use of fibers resulted in higher peak strength and flexural toughness compared to the 
reference mixture. The mixture made with 2% steel fiber was shown to have the greatest 
peak strength and area under load-deflection curve compared to other FRCMs. The 
increase in fiber content from 2% to 3% led to 20% lower peak strength and 55% lower 
flexural toughness. In other words, the mixture containing the highest fiber content of 3% 
did not exhibit the greatest flexural toughness. This can be attributed to the fiber 
clumping, which can lead to lower efficiency of fibers to transfer stress, thus resulting in 
drop in mechanical performance. In addition, the entrapment of air bubbles between fiber 
clumps can weaken the interface between fibers and paste, thus reducing bond strength. 
 
 




5.2. AMT RESULTS 
Surface temperature differences (ΔT) determined on one side of the investigated 
samples (1%, 2%, and 3% fiber contents) after 30 sec of microwave illumination at a 
frequency of 2.4 GHz are shown in Figure 8. For each sample, ten zones with dimensions 
of 25 × 25 mm were considered to quantitatively analyze the distribution of fibers. For a 
given sample side (i.e., side 1), samples made with 1% and 2% steel fibers exhibited a 
higher temperature difference across the surface compared to the sample containing 3% 
steel fibers. The high intensity spot in the temperature profile of the sample containing 
3% fiber content can reflect the relatively high concentration of fibers (fiber clumping) in 
that zone. In addition, the relatively high quantity of blue zones observed for this sample 
represents zones without steel fibers.  
 
 






The histogram of the mean of the temperature difference ( ( )total t ) for all surfaces 
of samples made with 2% and 3% fibers is shown in Figure 9. The sample made with 3% 
fiber content resulted in the higher variation (density) in surface temperature, ranging 
from 0.1 to 2.5 °K. In addition, the majority of measured surface temperature in this 
sample lies within a narrow range between 0.2 to 0.4 °K, resulting in a narrow and steep 
histogram for this sample. Compared to the sample with 3% steel fiber, sample 
containing 2% fiber exhibited a more uniform distribution of measured surface 
temperature (indicative of a more uniform distribution of steel fibers), shown in Figure 9. 
The mean of temperature difference for 120 sec (30 sec heating time plus 90 sec 
cooling time) for all three samples at operating frequency of 2.4 GHz is shown in Figure 
10. It is expected that samples with higher fiber content will undergo a greater increase in 
surface temperature, as is observed for samples made with 1% and 2% fiber contents. 
However, this tendency is reversed with further fiber addition (from 2% to 3%). This 
behavior was observed for both the heating and cooling stages. Further, the decrease in 
surface temperature for the sample with 3% fiber content may be an indication of zones 
without fibers, in which the surface temperature is only affected by dielectric heating. 
 
 







Figure 10 - Transient surface temperature of samples made with different fiber contents 




Figure 11 - Variation in mean value of surface temperature at different operating 





The variation in the mean value of the surface temperature as a function of fiber 
content at various operating frequencies is shown in Figure 11. Regardless of operating 
frequency, an increase in fiber content from 1% to 2% resulted in higher mean value of 
the surface temperature. On the other hand, for the sample made with 3% fiber content, 
significant decrease in the mean (from the 2% sample) occurred. This decrease is 
attributed to the non-uniform fiber distribution in the sample with 3% fiber content. 
These results are in agreement with those obtained from the simulated AMT results 
(Figure 5), in which for the sample with uniform fiber distribution, the temperature 
variation across the entire surface is more uniform than the temperature variation of the 
sample with non-uniform fiber distribution. As shown in Figure 11, it appears that the 
temperature difference between the sample with 3% fiber content and the samples with 
1% and 2% fiber content is more substantial at 2.4 GHz. However, this difference is quite 
small (~<0.1 °K) and is attributed to measurement error. 
The significance of variation (due to fiber content and sample side) in the mean 
value of surface temperature for different samples was statistically evaluated using the 
ANOVA test. The null hypothesis indicates that a variable has no significant influence on 
surface temperature, whereas the alternative hypothesis represents that the contribution of 
a given parameter to the surface temperature is statistically significant for a given level of 
significance. The level of significance is a probability threshold below which the null 
hypothesis is rejected. Commonly used values for the level of significance are 0.05 and 
0.10 [41]. 
In this investigation, the probability (P-value) of 0.05 was considered as the level 
of significance. The results of the ANOVA test for the investigated parameters (fiber 
content and sample side) at frequency of 2.4 GHz are presented in Table 1. The results 
indicate that the fiber volume has a significant influence on the variation of the mean of 
surface temperature. It is interesting to note that the significance of measurements 
conducted on different sides of each sample is as a function of fiber content. In the case 
of samples made with 3% steel fibers, the investigated sample sides (surfaces) had a 
significant effect on the variation of the mean value of surface temperature (P-value << 
0.05). However, for samples made with 1% and 2% steel fibers, the investigated sample 




value > 0.05). This reflects that in the case of relatively uniform fiber distribution, the 









Figure 12 shows the variation in the mean of temperature difference across the 
surface (i.e., as a function of zones) for the three samples (see Eqs. (9) and (10)). Each 
sample is divided into 40 zones resulting from 10ZN  and 4SN  . The highest variation 
in the mean of surface temperature was found for the sample made with 3% fiber content, 
indicating non-uniform fiber distribution across different zones. Even with higher fiber 
content, the majority of zones of the sample containing 3% fibers exhibited lower 
temperature difference compared to the other two samples. This may indicate that for the 
sample with 3% fiber content, most of the fibers are located away from the surface of 
sample, thus leading to a lower temperature difference. This can be attributed to the 
potential of clumping of fibers in this sample. Samples made with 1% and 2% fiber 
contents exhibited a similar mean of temperature difference. This may be due to the 








Figure 12 - Variation in mean value of surface temperature for 40 zones across each 




Figure 13 shows the correlation between the mean of surface temperature and the 
fiber density for both numerical modeling and measurement. Due to the extensive 
computation time and mesh cell density, numerical modeling could not be conducted on a 
sample similar to those measured. Rather, a fiber density of 0.5% was considered to keep 
the computational domain manageable (random fiber distribution in Figure 5). In order to 
validate the numerical modeling, the results of simulation (sample modeled with 0.5% 
steel fibers) and measurement (sample with 2% steel fibers) were compared as a function 
of fiber density. In all cases (simulation and measurement), there are no fibers present on 
the surface of the samples. Therefore, the fiber density (simulation and measurement), 
expressed as the number of fibers located within a sample zone, was determined at a 
depth of 10 mm (for the 2% sample, 10 mm of sample material was cut/removed from all 
four sides of the sample). The 25 zones were considered for the simulated sample, and 40 
zones were considered for the (measured) 2% fiber sample. All zones had dimensions of 




fiber density was related to the mean surface temperature of each zone, as is shown in 
Figure 13. As seen, a linear trend for simulation and measurement was observed between 
the mean of surface temperature and fiber density. An extension of the fitted trend line of 
the measured data agrees well with the trend line obtained for numerical modeling 
(shown in Figure 13), thus ensuring that the results of numerical modeling match well 
with measurements. 
Correlation between mean of surface temperature difference (corresponding to 40 
zones) and normalized toughness of hardened samples with fiber homogeneity 
determined from cast prism in fresh state (IHI) is shown in Figure 14. As discussed 
above, higher IHI (see Eq. (8)) reflects higher variation (i.e., lower homogeneity) in fiber 
content throughout the cast prism. The effectiveness of incorporating fibers to enhance 
flexural toughness is shown to be significantly affected by the level of fiber homogeneity 
along the cast prism. A higher IHI value of 15% for mixture made with 3% fiber content 
resulted in 55% lower flexural toughness compared to the mixture containing 2% fiber. A 
lower fiber homogeneity and fiber clumping observed in this mixture led to lowering the 
reinforcing efficiency of fibers to enhance mechanical properties. Similar trend was 
observed for mean of surface temperature difference of FRCMs, as indicated in Figure 
14. Samples with lower IHI values (i.e. higher level of fiber homogeneity) were found to 
have a higher mean temperature difference. This is due to the increased (more uniform) 
level of fiber distribution for samples made with 1% and 2% steel fibers. On the other 
hand, the reduced level of fiber homogeneity in the sample with 3% steel fiber 






Figure 13 - Correlation between fiber density and mean of surface temperature for both 
simulations and measurements 
 
 
Figure 14 - Correlation between surface temperature and normalized toughness of 






Active microwave thermography (AMT) was utilized to characterize the content 
and distribution of steel fibers in fiber-reinforced cement-based mortars (FRCMs). Full-
wave coupled electromagnetic-thermal numerical modeling was also conducted to assess 
the effect of dielectric properties, fiber depth, and clumping of fibers on the surface 
thermal profile. The flexural toughness and level of fiber homogeneity along the freshly 
cast prisms were evaluated. Based on the test results reported herein, the following 
conclusions can be made: 
The AMT simulation results indicated that fiber depth and dielectric properties of 
mortar have significant influence on temperature difference at the surface of sample, due 
to variation in heating associated with induced surface current and dielectric heating. The 
sample with random fiber distribution had lower standard deviation for temperature 
difference compared to the clumped distribution sample. This is attributed to the more 
uniform distribution of temperature difference for this sample. Based on the AMT 
measurement results, FRCMs containing 1% and 2% steel fibers are shown to have 
higher surface temperature difference compared to the sample made with 3% fiber 
content. This is due to the non-uniform distribution and possible fiber clumping. The high 
and low intensity spots in the temperature profile of the sample containing 3% steel fiber 
can be an indication of relatively high and low concentrations of fibers, respectively, in 
corresponding zones. Regardless of sample side, the AMT measurements exhibited good 
repeatability for the four sample sides for FRCMs made with 1% and 2% fiber contents, 
thus indicating uniform fiber distribution. However, for sample with 3% fiber, the sample 
side was found to have significant influence on surface temperature. The effectiveness of 
fibers to enhance flexural toughness is influenced by fiber distribution, as indicated by 
the freshly cast prism test. The fiber clumping and lower level of fiber homogeneity for 
FRCM made with 3% steel fiber resulted in 55% lower flexural toughness compared to 
the FRCM containing 2% fiber. The relationship between mean temperature difference of 
hardened samples and level of fiber homogeneity determined from freshly cast prism 
shows that FRCMs with higher level of fiber homogeneity (i.e. lower IHI) along the cast 
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IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF CORRODED REINFORCED STEEL BARS 
BY ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY 
ABSTRACT 
Detection and characterization of corrosion on steel is important in the 
transportation and infrastructure industries. Many nondestructive testing (NDT) methods 
have been applied to this inspection need including microwave and thermography. In 
order to overcome existing limitations of traditional NDT methods, integrated NDT 
techniques have also been developed. To this end, the integration of microwave and 
thermography, herein referred to as Active Microwave Thermography (AMT), is 
proposed as a potential NDT tool for detection of corroded steel bars. This method 
utilizes microwave energy to heat a structure of interest. Subsequently, a thermal camera 
is used to monitor the thermal surface profile. This paper presents preliminary 
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Corrosion in infrastructure in the form of corrosion under paint in steel bridges, 
corrosion of reinforcing steel bars (rebar) in concrete decks and other types of steel-based 
structures can cause structural failure [1]. Various nondestructive testing (NDT) methods 
including microwave [2]-[4], thermography [5], etc. have been proposed for continued 
maintenance and safety in the transportation industry. Among these methods, active 
thermography is a well-established and fast inspection tool with benefits including the 
availability of non-contact and high sensitivity infrared (thermal) cameras. Although 
active thermography takes advantage of external heat sources (typically powerful heat 
lamps), it also carries the risk of subsequent heat damage. Thus, to build upon the success 
and legacy of thermography and improve the method as an NDT tool, other NDT 
methods have been integrated with thermography including ultrasound [6] and eddy 
current [7]. As proposed in [8]-[10], the combination of microwaves (as the heat source) 
and thermography (for subsequent monitoring), herein referred to as Active Microwave 
Thermography (AMT), is an integrated NDT method which offers unique advantages for 
health monitoring of infrastructure such as localized heating, rapid inspection time, etc.. 
In general, there are two mechanisms of heating that are possible with AMT. 
First, (direct) dielectric heating may take place. Dielectric materials are defined by their 
relative (to freespace) complex dielectric properties, given as εr = εr' – jεr". The real part 
(permittivity) represents the ability of the material to store microwave energy, while the 
imaginary part (loss factor) represents the ability of the material to absorb microwave 
energy. Generally, dielectric heating is quantified by the specific absorption rate (SAR) 
of the dielectric material which is defined as the amount of microwave energy absorbed 
by a given volume of dielectric material when exposed to a radiating device [11]. 
Another heating mechanism may occur if conductive materials are present in the structure 
under inspection. Microwaves cannot penetrate through conductive materials, but current 
will be induced on the surface of such materials when irradiated by microwave energy. 
Thus, these currents will also act as a (secondary) source of heat. Hence, since rebar is 
conductive and if corrosion (a lossy dielectric) is present, both mechanisms of heating 
under microwave illumination will take place. Thus, AMT may have potential for 




presents preliminary simulation and measurement results for the use of AMT in 





For simplicity of simulations, a smooth (no ribs) rebar is considered located in air 
with a radius of r = 4.8 mm containing 1 cm corrosion (εr = 10 – j2 [12]) along the length 
of the rebar. The percentage of corrosion, C, is defined by C = t/2r where t is the 
thickness of the corrosion. As shown in [10], once corrosion occurs, it not only builds on 
the surface, but also penetrates the volume of the object. This is illustrated in Figure 1, 
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A coupled microwave-thermal co-simulation was conducted using CST 
Microwave Studio® and MPHYSICS Studio® [13]. The simulation is conducted in two 
parts; first, the electromagnetic response (i.e., electric and magnetic field inside the 




the transient thermal response is calculated (i.e., heat generation and diffusion) based on 
the electromagnetic response. The transient response contains two parts: first, the amount 
of time that microwave energy is applied (i.e., the heating period), and second, after the 
microwave energy is removed (i.e., the cooling period).  
In Table 1, the thermal properties of steel, corrosion, air and adhesive (used later 
for measurements) are provided. As shown, the thermal conductivity of steel is much 
higher than that of air and corrosion. This is important for this application of AMT, since 
it is expected that during illumination of microwave energy, the temperature of the 
corroded area will be higher than that of the uncorroded area due to the lower thermal 
conductivity. Furthermore, during cooling, the corroded area cools more slowly until 
thermal equilibrium is reached. Thus, the corrosion will be indicated as a hot spot on the 















Air 1.204 0.026 1.005 21.5 
Steel 1008 7870 59.5 0.48 15.75 
Corrosion 5242 0.6 0.65 0.17 






Initially, the effect of corrosion percentage, C, on the thermal response of the 
corroded rebar is studied. The rebar is illuminated with 50 W of microwave energy with 
parallel (to the orientation of the rebar) polarization. This microwave energy was applied 




throughout heating and continued during cooling. While the definition of SAR is based 
on absorption of microwave energy in dielectric materials, this absorption is also related 
to temperature change. Thus, the indication of corrosion should manifest itself similarly 
in both SAR and normalized temperature. 
In order to investigate the effect of various amounts of corrosion at a specific 
frequency, the thermal response for cases of C = 20, 30 and 40% at 2.5 GHz are studied. 
In Figure 2, the maximum temperature at the surface of the corroded area is shown. It is 











Figure 3 shows the temperature rise as a function of frequency and corrosion 
percentage. In Figure 3a, the normalized temperature (with respect to ambient) 
immediately after 10 sec of microwave illumination is shown, along with the SAR for C 
= 10 to 60% at 2.5 GHz. It can be seen that as the corrosion thickness (i.e., higher t or C) 
increases, the SAR value also increases as a result of the larger volume of lossy material 
(since SAR is proportional to εr"). As such (and is also shown in Figure 3a), the 




temperature is greater than 0.05 °K, indicating that the corroded area can be detected with 
a reasonably-priced and commercially available thermal camera (typical sensitivity of 
0.05 °K [14]). However, more sensitive (but more expensive) cameras (e.g., around 0.01 
°K) may be used to detect corrosion with C less than 10% (i.e., light corrosion on rebar). 
In Figure 3b, the normalized temperature (with respect to ambient) immediately after 10 
sec of microwave illumination is shown, along with the SAR at C = 40% for frequency of 
1.5 to 3 GHz. As seen, higher frequency leads to a higher SAR value and therefore higher 
normalized temperature. Lastly and as mentioned previously, it is evident in Figure 3a 
and Figure 3b that SAR and normalized temperature have the same behavior with respect 









Figure 3 - Effect of (a) corrosion thickness, and (b) frequncy, on normalized temperature 







3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
Preliminary measurements were also performed to support this potential 
application of AMT. To do this, an AMT system, capable of transmitting 50 W of 
electromagnetic energy at 2 - 3 GHz, has been designed. Measurements were conducted 
using this system on a rebar, as illustrated in Figure 4. As shown, the rebar contained four 
small sections of heavy corrosion (i.e., heavily corroded pieces of thin steel) glued on top 
of a lightly-corroded rebar, referred to as C1 to C4. Since adhesive (glue) has similar 
thermal properties (thermal conductivity and diffusivity, see Table I) to corrosion, a 
similar thermal response to the corrosion may result, meaning the influence of the 
adhesive is expected to be minimal. A TEM horn antenna was used to transmit the 
microwave signal. The irradiating energy was polarized parallel with respect to the rebar 
with 1 cm liftoff (the distance between the antenna and the rebar). A thermal camera 
(DRS Tamarisk 320 [14]) with sensitivity of 0.05 °K was used to monitor the thermal 
profile of the rebar. Similar to the simulations, rebar was illuminated by 50 W of 














In Figure 5, the surface thermal profile after 10 sec of heating is illustrated for 2, 
2.5 and 3 GHz. By averaging the results for each experiment, variation in results due to 
fluctuation in ambient temperature may be reduced. As seen, the corroded areas are 
visible as hot spots. Due to high thermal conductivity of steel, heat will dissipate quickly 
on un-corroded areas. Therefore, while the rest of the rebar has a slightly higher 
temperature than the background, this may be a result of the light corrosion on its’ 
surface. Moreover, comparing different frequencies shows that a higher frequency leads 
to a higher temperature, as expected and mentioned above. Furthermore, the temperature 
difference between the corroded areas indicates different amounts of microwave energy 











To investigate the transient thermal behavior of corroded areas, the temperature of 
corroded areas C2 and C4 (during heating and cooling) are considered and shown in 
Figure 6. As seen in Figure 6a, C4 has a higher temperature than C2 (due to its higher 
value of C). It can also be seen that during the heating period, the normalized temperature 




applying controlled heat energy at a rate which is much higher than the loss of energy to 
the environment. Also, Figure 6b shows that higher frequencies lead to higher 
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Figure 6 - Measured results of (a) C2 and C4 at 2 GHz, and (b) C4 at frequenciey of 2, 







Active Microwave Thermography is an integrated NDT method which takes 
advantage of unique aspects of microwave and thermographic NDT. This paper presented 
a preliminary simulation and measurement study on the capability of AMT to detect and 
characterize the presence of corrosion on corroded rebar with different percentages of 
corrosion and frequencies of operation. It is shown that a higher percentage of corrosion 
leads to increased absorption of microwave energy as well as a greater temperature 
difference. Moreover, increasing frequency leads to a greater temperature difference as 
well. Good agreement was shown between simulation and measurement results, 
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V. ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE 
EVALUATION OF SURFACE CRACKS IN METAL STRUCTURES 
ABSTRACT 
Detection of covered surface cracks in metal structures is an important issue in 
numerous industries. Various nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) techniques 
have been applied for this goal with varying levels of success. Recently, a technique 
based on the integration of microwave and thermographic NDT, herein referred to as 
Active Microwave Thermography (AMT), has been considered for various applications. 
In AMT, electromagnetic energy is utilized for the thermal excitation, and the subsequent 
surface thermal profile of the structure/material under test is measured with a thermal 
camera. Utilizing electromagnetic energy allows the inspection to be tailored to the 
application through choice of frequency, polarization, and power level. It is shown that 
for metal with a dielectric-filled crack irradiated with an electric field polarized 
perpendicular to the crack length, a propagating mode (TE10) is generated inside the 
crack, which can cause dielectric heating to occur in the (filled) crack. In particular, the 
crack can be detected via an AMT inspection as long as the angle between the crack 
length and incident electric field is between 0° (perpendicular polarization) and ~65°. In 
addition, from the measured thermal contrast (TC) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the 
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Surface cracks in metal structures result from large stresses, cyclical loading, and 
environmentally accelerated phenomena (i.e., corrosion) and can take place in an aircraft 
fuselage, turbine blades, railroad and steel-bridge infrastructure, and oil and gas 
pipelines, amongst others. Cracks can be visible or hidden under coatings (intentional 
such as paint or unintentional such as corrosion). Surface cracks on metal under coatings 
or filled with dielectric materials such as paint, rust, or dirt are not always reliably 
detected using conventional nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) methods. 
There are various NDT&E techniques used for crack detection including microwave [1]-
[4], eddy current [5]-[6], ultrasonic [7]-[8], and thermography [9]-[12], each with varying 
levels of success. From a practical point of view, it is desirable to have contactless crack 
detection (i.e., with a lift-off distance between the surface under test and the detection 
probe) without the need for surface coating preparation or removal. The microwave 
method is one such technique that has demonstrated success for detection of covered 
cracks in metal surfaces. This method can be done non-contact and is inexpensive, but 
may require long inspection times if raster scanning of large areas is needed [13]. In 
addition, the measurement is sensitive to the lift-off distance and requires that a constant 
lift-off be maintained over the area of inspection [13]. Similarly, eddy current 
measurements are also adversely affected by lift-off [6]. More specifically, in the eddy 
current technique, lift-off is considered as a noise source and is undesirable in defect 
detection. If lift-off occurs in the same direction as the crack, it can subsequently conceal 
the crack response. Sonic-based methods are well established but often require contact 
with the structure under test and require an expert operator to interpret the results [7]-[8]. 
Thermal methods have been widely utilized in the infrastructure and transportation 
industries for numerous NDT&E-related needs (including crack detection) with varying 
levels of success [9]-[12]. For activethermography, an external heat source is applied to 
generate heat and subsequently the surface thermal profile is measured via an infrared 
(IR) or thermal camera. Generally for active thermography in NDT&E, the external heat 
source can be a flash lamp [9]-[10] or laser [10]-[11], or be generated via eddy currents 
[12] or ultrasonic [14] or microwave [26]-[28] energy. Among the active methods, eddy 




current in a conductive material under inspection to produce a surface heat distribution, 
but remains sensitive to probe lift-off. In ultrasonic thermography, a contact-based 
transducer is utilized to generate mechanical energy. This energy is transformed into heat 
through friction where defects are present. Utilizing microwave energy for the thermal 
excitation has been considered for thermographic inspections in various industries 
including mining [19], aerospace [20], and transportation [21]. To this end, Active 
Microwave Thermography (AMT) has recently shown strong potential for NDT&E of 
various types of defects in rehabilitated cement-based structures [26], steel fibers in 
cement-based materials [27], and corrosion on metal-based materials (e.g., steel) [28]. As 
such, in this paper, detection and evaluation of covered cracks with various dimensions 





2. ACTIVE MICROWAVE THERMOGRAPHY 
In AMT, depending on the material under the test, two heating mechanisms may 
occur, referred to as dielectric heating and induction heating. Dielectric heating results 
from absorption of microwave energy in lossy dielectric materials. Generally, dielectric 
materials are described by their complex dielectric properties (often expressed with 
respect to those of free-space, 
0
 ) as: 
 
r r r
j            (1) 
 
where εr' (or permittivity) represents the ability of a dielectric material to store 
microwave energy, and εr" (or loss factor) represents the ability of a material to absorb 
energy. Thus, when a lossy material is irradiated with microwave energy, dielectric 
heating occurs as a result of the absorbed energy. This absorbed energy, Q, is 
proportional to the dielectric properties of the material, incident electric field (?⃗?𝑖𝑛𝑐), 








Induction heating occurs due to current induced on the surface of conductive 
materials. More specifically, when a microwave signal impinges on a conductive 
material, surface current (𝐽𝑖𝑛𝑑) is induced in the conductor due to the finite electric 
conductivity (σ) of the material. Due to the finite σ, ohmic loss (per unit volume) occurs. 
The power loss (Ploss) per unit volume can be expressed based on the Lorentz force 










      (3) 
 
In addition, this induced surface current can serve as a source of radiated (or scattered) 
microwave energy which in turn may be absorbed by nearby dielectric materials (e.g., 
dielectric heating of corrosion). 
Due to the generated (volumetric) heat within the material under the test, the heat 
will diffuse until an equilibrium temperature is reached. This behavior is described by the 
diffusion equation that is related to the thermal conductivity, k (W/m.K), specific heat, C 
(J/g.K), and density, ρ (Kg/m3), of the material under the test, as well as time, t (sec), and 
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In Eq. 4, during the heating period, the absorbed energy (Q) is applied (i.e., finite), while 
during the cooling period, Q (which is the source of heat) is set to zero (i.e., source-free 
condition). From Eq. (4), the temperature, T, after t seconds of heating, resulting from 
absorbed microwave power without considering heat diffusion (i.e., a 1st order 

















In order to quantitatively study the temperature variation on the surface of the 
material under test, the thermal contrast, TC, is defined. More specifically, prior to 
microwave illumination, the structure is at equilibrium with a temperature of Ta. After 
microwave illumination, the temperature rise, ∆𝑇(𝑡), can be expressed as the difference 
between the absolute temperature, T(t), at time t, and the ambient temperature of the 
structure (Ta), as: 
 
( ) ( ) aT t T t T         (6) 
 
At the location of a crack, the TC can be expressed as the difference between the 
temperature increase at the crack location, ∆𝑇𝐷(𝑡), and that of a crack-free (sound) area, 
∆T𝑆(𝑡) as: 
 
( ) ( )D STC T Tt t         (7) 
 
In general, the TC must be at least equal to or preferably greater than the sensitivity of the 
thermal camera for successful crack detection after t sec of microwave illumination (i.e., 
heating time). 
During an AMT measurement, the results are affected by noise. This temporal 
noise can come from the environment, emissivity variation of sample surface, thermal 
camera, etc. Therefore, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is also considered (in addition to 
the TC) to quantitatively describe the contrast between a crack and sound area(s). Here, 
SNR is defined as the ratio of the signal, TC, to the temporal noise, defined as the 
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For successful crack detections, an SNR greater than0 dB is mathematically (ideally) 
required [30]. However, the actual value required for successful detection in practice will 




Both TC and SNR can be used to determine the minimum required heating time 
(tmin) and maximum effective heating (or saturation) time (tsat). tmin is defined as the 
heating time required such that the TC is greater than the sensitivity of the thermal 
camera and the SNR is greater than 0 dB. In addition, tsat is defined as point at which the 
SNR no longer increases with additional heating (i.e., microwave illumination). In other 




3. AMT SIMULATIONS 
In order to investigate the efficacy of AMT for crack detection, a coupled 
electromagnetic and thermal model was developed by utilizing CST Microwave Studio™ 
and CST MultiPhysics Studio™. This model considered a steel (1008) plate with a 
through crack covered by and filled with a dielectric coating (corrosion) with thickness of 
hC = 0.1 mm, as is illustrated in Figure 1. The plate thickness is defined as hS = 3 mm, and 
the surface area of the plate is 200 × 200 mm2. The through crack has a length of l = 40 
mm and width of w = 0.3 mm. In this figure, the electric field (E-field) and magnetic field 
(H-field) of an incident plane wave excitation are shown. As seen, the crack may have an 
orientation angle with respect to the incident E-field, shown as ϕ, herein referred to as the 
crack orientation angle. For ϕ = 0°, the direction of the crack length (l) is perpendicular to 
the E-field. For ϕ = 90°, the E-field and crack are parallel. The electromagnetic and 
thermal properties of the materials relevant to this work (i.e., steel and corrosion) are 
provided in Table 1. The properties of air are also given since it is included in the model 
to consider the effect of thermal convection between the sample and air. 
To conduct the simulation, first, the electromagnetic response of the sample under 
plane wave illumination with a frequency of 2.4 GHz (an unlicensed frequency in the 
industrial, scientific and medical band) was determined. In this way, the E-field and H-
field for a specific level of incident microwave power (here, 50 W) inside the dielectric 
material (i.e., corrosion) and induced surface current on the conductive material (i.e., 
steel) were determined. Then, these quantities were used to calculate the absorbed energy 









Table 1 - Microwave and Thermal Properties 
Material Microwave Properties 
Thermal Properties 
k (W/m.K) C (J/g.K) 
Air εr = 1 0.026 1.005 
Corrosion [28] εr ≈ 10 – j2 0.6 0.65 




For this type of inspection, both dielectric and induction heating will contribute to 
the temperature increase. More specifically, since a plane wave excitation is assumed, 
there will be uniform dielectric heating on the surface of the steel sample due to the 
presence of the thin layer of corrosion. As a result, this heating will not contribute to a 
change in the TC at the location of crack, as the TC at a crack location is related to the 




without the presence of a crack as given in Eq. 7. Additionally, since steel is conductive, 
induction heating will take place uniformly throughout the steel sample, thereby also not 
contributing to the TC at the location of the crack. However, when a crack is present and 
under perpendicular illumination (ϕ = 0° in Figure 1), depending on the frequency of the 
illuminating signal, crack dimensions, and dielectric properties of the filling material, a 
propagating electric field mode (such as the dominant transverse electric field mode for a 
rectangular waveguide, or TE10 mode) may be generated within the crack. In other words, 
the crack will act like a narrow and very short waveguide (or aperture slot). The length of 
the crack corresponds to the broad dimension of the waveguide and the depth of the crack 
corresponds to the length of the waveguide. Thus, due to the concentrated E-field within 
the crack (which is filled with a lossy dielectric), a temperature increase will result due to 
dielectric heating of the crack filling material (i.e. corrosion). 
To illustrate this phenomenon, consider a crack with l = 40 mm filled with 
corrosion (εr' = 10). The TE10mode cut-off frequency is ~1.2 GHz for this scenario, 
meaning that dielectric heating will occur for frequencies greater than 1.2 GHz. To 
illustrate this effect, the E-field distribution in the crack for frequencies of 0.4 GHz 




Figure 2 - Simulated normalized E-field as a function of position along the crack length 









Figure 3 - Simulated TC as a function of frequency 
 
 
As seen, the E-field in the crack at 1.2 GHz is similar to the cos(πx/l) where x is along the 
length of crack with the zero value at the center of crack. This distribution is proportional 
to the TE10. For 0.4 GHz, the magnitude of the E-field is much lower than the case of 1.2 
GHz, showing the waveguide (including cut-off) behavior of the crack. 
To further illustrate this waveguide effect, in Figure 3, the Q and TC for three 
cracks with lengths of 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm under microwave illumination as a 




40, 30 and 20 mm, the corresponding cut-off frequencies are ~1.2 GHz, ~1.6 GHz, and 
~2.4 GHz.  
As seen in Figure 3, the maximum Q and TC for each crack occurs around its 
proportional cut-off frequency. Further, since essentially no E-field exists in the crack 
below the cut-off frequency, the Q (and subsequent TC) is zero (since Q ≈ f|E|2 as given 
in Eq. 5). As the frequency increases beyond cut-off, the Q and TC decrease, due to the 
decrease in E-field from wave attenuation. In addition, the maximum Q (and TC) 
decreases with decreasing crack length. This is due to a reduction in lossy dielectric 
material within the crack thereby causing a reduction in dielectric heating. A similarity 
between Q and TC is also evident and is expected, considering the relationship between 
the two (given in Eq. 5).The dependence of TC on crack length may also have practical 
ramifications. In other words, if an AMT inspection were to be done using a range of 
illuminating frequencies, the frequency at which the maximum TC occurs may give an 
indication of crack length (assuming the dielectric properties of the crack filling are 
known). 
The relationship between crack orientation angle (ϕ)and the subsequent TC is also 
important as it relates to crack detectability. For a given crack orientation angle of ϕ, the 
E-field distribution generated in the effective waveguide (i.e., the crack) can be expressed 
as the projection of the incident E-field along the width of the waveguide (length of the 
crack) as Ecos(ϕ). Thus, it is expected that the maximum dielectric heating (and TC) will 
be proportional to cos(ϕ). Therefore, the relationship between TC and the illuminating E-
field can be expressed as follows: 
 
2cos ( )TC         (9) 
 
To this end, simulation results for temperature increase (ΔT, related to TC) on the 
surface of the sample after 60 sec of microwave illumination is shown in Figure 4 for 
three different angles of ϕ. For the case of ϕ = 0°, it can be seen that the distribution of 
the temperature is similar to the TE10mode that is generated (see Figure 2), in which the 
maximum and minimum temperature of the crack occurs at the center and edges of the 




polarization of the E-field (ϕ = 90°), the TE10 mode is not generated and subsequently no 
dissipated microwave energy results. For ϕ = 45°, the temperature at the center of the 
crack is approximately half of the temperature for ϕ = 90°, again showing the cos2(ϕ) 
behavior. This dependence of ΔT (and subsequently the TC) on ϕ may also have practical 
ramifications. In other words, the orientation of the crack may be determined if a full 
range of E-field polarization is used (0° to 90°, or circular polarization) and the TC is 










In Figure 5, the temporal behavior of the TC for a crack with various orientation 
angles (ϕ = 0°, 45° and 90°) is presented during the heating (illumination) and cooling 
periods (60 sec each). If the crack orientation angle is zero, highest TC will occur (as 
discussed above and illustrated in Figure 4). If ϕ = 90°, the lowest TC is expected and is 
shown here to be near zero (the slight increase is attributed to minor dielectric heating). 
For the case of ϕ = 45°, the TC is in between that of ϕ = 0° and 90°. As shown in Eq. 9 
and discussed above, the dissipated heat and subsequently the TC is proportional to 
cos2(ϕ). Comparing the results of ϕ = 0° and 45°, it can be seen that the peak temperature 
at ϕ = 45° is half of that at the maximum (ϕ = 0°; TC = ~0.28 K compare to ~0.14 K for ϕ 


















In Figure 6, the TC after 60 sec heating as a function of orientation angle for 
acrackis presented, along with a representative cos2(ϕ) curve. By comparing the TC and 
cos2(ϕ), the cosine-squared relationship is again confirmed. The slight variation between 
the TC and cos2(ϕ) function may be attributed to effects from thermal diffusion and 




relates to practical detection via AMT measurements (discussed in the next section), 
since the sensitivity of the available thermal camera (FLIR T430sc) is 30 mK, the crack 
orientation angle that results in a detectable crack must cause a TC greater than 30 mK, 
which for this application translates to ϕ< ~65°, according to Figure 6. 
A last aspect that can be investigated is the effect of crack width, w (or the height 
of the effective waveguide). In Figure 7, the temporal TC for a crack with an orientation 
angle of ϕ = 0° for various crack widths is presented during the heating and cooling 
periods. As shown, an increase in w causes an increase in the TC. This is a result of the 
increase in dielectric material, meaning there is more material that will undergo dielectric 
heating. Subsequently, a higher TC will result as w increases. More specifically, by 
increasing w from 0.3 mm to 0.6 mm, the TC increases from 280 mK to 570 mK 
(approximately a factor of 2). Considering a first order approximation, doubling the width 
of the crack doubles TC; however, effect of heat diffusion across the direction of the 
width will slightly alter this value. In addition, changing from 0.3 mm to 0.9 mm, TC 













4. AMT MEASUREMENTS 
To further illustrate the potential for AMT as a structural assessment tool for 
NDT&E of surface cracks on metal structures, measurements were conducted on a 
representative sample similar to the geometry studied above via simulation. The sample 
has a crack (man-made) with length of ~40 mm, shown in Figure 8a. The depth and width 
of the crack is not consistent and varies in the range of ~0.1-0.3 mm over the entire crack 
length. On the surface of the sample, there is a thin (and non-uniform) layer of corrosion 
with thickness f ~0.1 mm that covers the crack. Although it was shown that crack with 
length of 40 mm has the highest TC at 1.2 GHz, however, a frequency of 2.4 GHz will be 
utilized for measurements as this frequency is an unlicensed allocated frequency used for 
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) applications. Furthermore, even though the 
simulated TC in Figure 3 at 2.4 GHz (TC = ~0.3 K) is much less than the maximum at 1.2 
GHz (TC = ~4 K), the crack can still be detected at this frequency since the TC is still ten 
times greater than the sensitivity of the camera (0.03 K). This has important practical 
ramifications since the limitation on length (corresponding to cut-off frequency) does not 
have to be met for successful detection. 
The AMT system used for measurements is capable of transmitting 50 W of 
power from a horn antenna with aperture dimensions of 23×17 cm2, as is illustrated in 
Figure 8b. As shown, the microwave signal is generated at signal generator and amplified 
through a power amplifier unit. The microwave illumination and thermal measurement is 
controlled and synchronized with a computer control unit. In addition, thermal images are 
captured throughout the inspection time for real-time monitoring and stored for post-
processing. In addition, a lift-off is necessary in order for thermal images to be obtained 
of the surface (meaning the horn antenna does not block the “view” of the thermal 
camera). However, the radiated power (50 W at the antenna aperture) decreases with 
increasing lift-off. To this end, it was determined via measurement that a lift-off in the 
range of ~10-40 cm is acceptable since the required TC (30 mK minimum) and SNR (0 
dB minimum) for successful crack detection are met. 
Figure 9 shows the measured TC and SNR for the covered crack with a lift-off of 
15 cm for three crack orientation angles. As above, the heating/illumination and cooling 




considered (by rotating the sample with respect to the orientation of the horn antenna). 
More specifically, in Figure 9a (similar to Figure 5 for simulation), the measured TC is 
provided. The same trends exhibited in simulation are also evident in the measurement 
results. More specifically, for ϕ = 0°, the highest TC was observed, and for ϕ = 90°, the 
TC is near zero, and for ϕ = 45°, the TC in between the two. Another practical aspect that 
can be determined from these results is the minimum required heating time (i.e., the 
illumination time necessary such that the TC is greater than the sensitivity of the thermal 
camera). In other words, for ϕ = 0°, tmin = ~1 sec and for ϕ = 45°, tmin = ~3 sec, indicating 
that the minimum heating time is a function of crack orientation angle and therefore must 
be considered for inspections where the crack orientation is not known. In addition, the 
TC does not reach the minimum sensitivity of the thermal camera (30 mK) for ϕ = 90°. In 
Figure 9b, the SNR is presented. As seen, for ϕ = 0°, the SNR reaches a maximum (as is 
expected since the TC is also maximum at this angle). For ϕ = 90°, since TC is near zero, 
the SNR < 0 dB and therefore the crack cannot be detected even with advanced signal 
processing techniques. Therefore, the minimum required heating time for the cases of ϕ = 
0° and 45° are tmin = ~1-3 sec. In addition, although the saturated value for SNR is 
different for both cases (~29 dB for ϕ = 0° vs. ~36 dB for ϕ = 45°), the maximum 
effective heating time for both cases is tsat = ~30 sec, since the SNR for both cases 
saturates at that time. This is important as it relates to the practicality of the measurement, 
meaning that the maximum effective heating time is constant for a given inspection, 
regardless of whether or not the crack orientation is known beforehand. 
The effect of heating/illumination time is further illustrated in Figure 10, where 
two-dimensional surface images of the TC and SNR are presented. In Figure 10a, the 
temperature increase (defined in Eq. 6) is presented after 5, 20, and 60 sec of microwave 
illumination with a crack orientation angle of ϕ = 0° and a 15 cm lift-off. As can be seen, 
after a short period of microwave illumination (e.g., 5 sec), the TC exceeds the sensitivity 
of the thermal camera and the crack is evident in thermal image. In addition, the effect of 
heat diffusion is also evident, as the thermal indication of the crack becomes larger with 
illumination time. In Figure 10b, the SNR is presented. It can be seen that the SNR at the 
crack location after 5 sec of illumination is much greater than 0 dB (SNR = 25 dB) and 




microwave illumination is sufficient for this inspection (which is much shorter than the 
required time for raster scanning necessary in order to use other NDT techniques). As 
mentioned before, ~30 sec is the maximum effective heating time and more heating time 









Figure 8 – (a) Top view of metal sample with surface crack, and (b) illustration of the 













Lastly, the effect of lift-off (15 cm and 30 cm) was experimentally investigated on 
a crack with an orientation angle of ϕ = 0°, with the TC and SNR shown in Figure 11. By 
examining the results of Figure 11a (measured TC), it can be seen that the TC is affected 
by lift-off. It is known that by increasing the lift-off, the amount of power impinging on 




cm lift-off (which is much greater than the lift-off in microwave or eddy current 
methods), the TC is still greater than the sensitivity of the thermal camera (30 mK, shown 
by green dashed-line) after a short period of illumination time (~5 sec). The same can be 
said for a 15 cm lift-off (i.e., the necessary illumination time, tmin, is ~5 sec). This is 
important practically as it relates to selecting a value for tmin for this type of inspection 
without the need for factoring in the effect of lift-off (so long as the lift-off is within a 
reasonable ~ 0.5 m or less). The same information can also be seen in Figure 11b where 
the SNR for lift-offs of 15 and 30 cm is shown. Here, the minimum required heating time 
for both cases is also ~5 sec. In addition, although the saturated SNR value is different for 
both cases (~22 dB vs. ~36 dB), the maximum effective heating time for both cases is tsat 
= ~30 sec. Therefore, although the level of saturation decreases with increasing lift-off, 
the optimal range of detection (tmin-tsat) experiences negligible change. Thus, it can be 
concluded that the detectability (in terms of illumination time) can be performed with a 
























Active Microwave Thermography (AMT) as a novel NDT&E method for 
infrastructure and aerospace industries is presented which is based on the integration of 
microwave and thermographic NDT. As such, simulations and measurements of a 
covered surface crack in a metal structure are presented. It was shown that depending on 
the crack length and width, maximum TC can be obtained when the crack length 
corresponds to a rectangular waveguide cut-off frequency (meaning the crack operates as 
a very short waveguide). In addition, the polarization of the E-field with respect to the 
crack orientation is important and is referred to as crack orientation angle (or ϕ). It was 
observed that for the case of a crack that is parallel to the E-field polarization (ϕ = 90°), 
the TC is near zero and the crack cannot be detected. For the case of a crack that is 
perpendicular to the E-field polarization (ϕ = 0°), the TC reaches a maximum. 
Furthermore, a crack with an orientation angle of ϕ < ~65° can be detected for this type 
of AMT inspection. However, this value is dependent on the sensitivity of the thermal 
camera, environmental noise, etc., and will therefore change for a given system and 
application. Also, lift-off was shown to affect the TC and SNR, but the minimum required 
heating time and maximum effective heating time (tmin and tsat, respectively) is in the 
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2. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The overarching objective of this research was to develop Active Microwave 
Thermography (AMT) as a new nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) and 
structural health monitoring tool with application in the aerospace and 
transportation/infrastructure industries. AMT is an integrated technique that incorporates 
aspects of microwave NDT and thermography. AMT is based on utilizing a microwave 
excitation (to generate heat), and subsequently monitoring the surface thermal profile 
with a thermal camera. AMT offers some unique advantages including the potential for 
non-contact, selective and focused heating, achievable by taking advantage of the 
properties of microwave signals and their interaction with materials. More specifically, 
proper selection of frequency, power level, lift-off (distance between source and sample), 
and polarization can provide optimal detection and evaluation of defects for a variety of 
NDT-related issues. 
During an AMT inspection, two heating mechanisms are possible, referred to as 
dielectric heating and induction heating. Dielectric heating occurs as a result of the 
interaction of microwave energy with lossy dielectric materials which results in 
dissipated microwave energy and a subsequent increase in temperature. Induction heating 
is a result of induced surface current on conductive materials with finite conductivity 
under microwave illumination and subsequent ohmic loss in conductive materials. 
Additionally, these surface currents can serve as a secondary source of electromagnetic 
energy, thereby contributing (indirectly) to dielectric heating as well. As such, by taking 
advantage of one or both of these heating mechanisms, AMT has been considered as a 
viable NDT option for inspection of defects in single- or multi-layered fiber-reinforced 
polymer-strengthened cement-based materials, evaluation of steel fiber percentage and 
distributions in steel fiber reinforced structures, characterization of corrosion ratio on 
corroded reinforcing steel bars (rebar), and evaluation of covered surface cracks 




In Paper I, the application of AMT for detection of various types of defects in 
CFRP-strengthened structures was presented. As such, simulations and measurements 
were performed for various cases. For uni-directional CFRP parallel with respect to the 
E-field polarization, structure behaves as conductive material (results in induction 
heating). For perpendicular polarization behaves as a lossy dielectric (results in dielectric 
heating). From temporal TC, defect in perpendicular polarization illumination experience 
TC with a factor of ~ten-times, compare to parallel polarization illumination. Form 
temporal SNR, it was observed that SNR value does not improve significantly after ~60 
sec of microwave illumination, indicating a potentially maximum effective heat time. 
Also, the minimum required heating time for which an SNR of greater than 0 dB is 
achieved is studied. It is concluded that at least ~5 sec is required for successful detection 
of defects in such structures. As such, the optimum inspection time is at the range of ~(5-
60 sec). In addition, for parallel polarization illumination, median filter can be applied to 
improve the SNR around 3 dB, which can help to determine the defect location and 
shape. This is important for cases where a parallel polarized excitation cannot be avoided, 
such as bidirectional CFRP. 
In Paper II, the application of AMT for detection of defects at different interfaces 
within a multilayered CFRP laminate (placed on a structure/substrate) was investigated. 
For a two-layer CFRP laminate, it was shown that 8 possible cases for the location of the 
defect can occur. These cases are a result of the orientation of CFRP layers with respect 
to the E-field polarization of the incident wave and also the defect location (between 
CFRP layers or at the structure-CFRP interface). It is shown that the TC differs for each 
case, meaning an indication of defect location is possible from an AMT inspection. Also, 
the optimum inspection time based on the minimum required heating time and maximum 
effective heating time is at the range of ~(5-60 sec). 
In Paper III, the application of AMT for steel fiber evaluation in fiber-reinforced 
cement-based materials was presented. In this type of structure, it was shown that both 
heating mechanisms can occur. It was also observed that fiber depth and dielectric 
properties of mortar have a significant influence on the TC. However, the average 
temperature over the surface for uniform fiber distribution should be repeatable. In 




fiber percentage, the TC increases. However, it was shown that the samples containing 
1% and 2% steel fibers (by volume) have a higher TC as compared to a sample made 
with 3% fiber content showing non-uniform fiber distribution and potential fiber 
clumping. In addition, good correlation between the TC and mechanical test results was 
achieved for various samples. 
In Paper IV, the application of AMT for characterization of corrosion in steel 
bridges or reinforcing rebar in concrete was investigated. It was shown that the rebar has 
to be parallel to the E-field polarization in order to cause the maximum induced current 
and subsequent scattering from the rebar. For experimental part, a rebar with several 
corroded areas was considered in order to investigate the percentage of corrosion present. 
It was shown that a higher percentage of corrosion leads to increased absorption of 
microwave energy as well as a greater TC. Moreover, increasing frequency leads to a 
greater temperature difference as well. 
In Paper V, AMT was investigated for detection and evaluation of covered cracks 
in metal structures. It was shown that both heating mechanisms are present, however 
dielectric heating due to the loss factor of the material inside the crack leads to have high 
TC. At the presence of the crack (depending on the frequency, crack dimensions, 
dielectric properties of filling materials, and also boundary conditions), a propagating 
mode TE10 may be set up at the crack meaning the crack will act like a very short in 
length waveguide with the broad dimension corresponding the length of the crack. Thus, 
it is shown that maximum heat generation occurs when the crack is perpendicular to the 
E-field polarization. More specifically, the relationship between the TC and dissipated 
microwave energy (and subsequent heat generation) is proportional to cos2(ϕ), where ϕ is 
the angle between the E-field polarization and direction perpendicular to crack length. 
Thus, according to the minimum sensitivity of the current AMT system thermal camera, a 
crack with an orientation angle of ϕ = 65° can be detected. In addition, SNR was studied 
and it was shown that by changing the lift-off, the value of the SNR changes, however, 
the minimum required heating time and maximum effective heating time (tmin - tsat) is at 
the range of ~(5-30 sec) for this work and will not change significantly based on the 




For future work, feature extraction of the defect including the depth and shape in 
layered CFRP-strengthened structures can be investigated. This can be done by 
considering the Fourier series for the temporal TC or SNR. Effect of source frequency can 
also be investigated for inspection of this type of structure. In addition, same approach of 
temporal Fourier analysis can be used for feature extraction of flat bottom holes (i.e., 
defects) in carbon fiber laminates. For steel fiber reinforced structures, AMT can be 
utilized in situ in order to investigate the steel fiber distribution in fresh concrete, thereby 
requiring the effect of moisture content in the concrete to be studied. For characterization 
of corrosion in steel rebar, a temporal investigation of cement-based samples reinforced 
with rebar that is corroded over time is of interest. Finally, further investigation into the 
electromagnetic parameters that contribute to the modes set up within the crack is 
necessary, including the effect of filling, full study of crack dimensions, effect of higher 
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